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Spectrum sharing is known as a key solution to accommodate the increasing number of users
and the growing demand for throughput in wireless networks. Interference is the primary barrier
to enhancing the overall throughput of the network, especially in the medium and high signal to
noise ratios (SNRs). Managing interference to overcome this barrier has emerged as a crucial
step in developing efficient wireless networks.
An interference management strategy, named interference Alignment, is investigated. It is ob-
served that a single strategy is not able to achieve the maximum throughput in all possible
scenarios, and in fact, a careful design is required to fully exploit all available resources in each
realization of the system.
In this dissertation, the impact of interference on the capacity of X networks with multiple
antennas is investigated. Degrees of freedom (DoF) are used as a figure of merit to evaluate the
performance improvement due to the interference management schemes. A new interference
alignment technique called layered interference alignment, which enjoys the combined benefits
of both vector and real alignment is introduced in this thesis. This technique, which uses a
type of Diophantine approximation theorems first introduced by the author, is deployed and
was proved to enable the possibility of joint decoding among the antennas of a receiver. With
a careful transmitter signal design, this method characterizes the total DoF of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) X channels. Then, this result is used to determine the total DoF of two
families of MIMO X channels. The Diophantine approximation theorem is also extended to the
field of complex numbers to accommodate the complex channel realizations as well.
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Notation and List of Symbols
Throughout this thesis, boldface upper-case letters, e.g., H, are used to represent matrices.
Matrix elements will be shown in brackets throughout this article, e.g., H = [hi, j] for a set of
values i, j. Vectors are shown using boldface italic lower-case letters, e.g., v. Vector elements
are shown inside parenthesis, e.g., v = (v1, v2, ..., vi) for a set of values i. The transpose and
conjugate transpose of a matrix A will be represented as At and A†. The general transmitted




. At each antenna of transmitter in the X channel, a linear combination of all desired








, where β j is the weight of message x
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in the linear combination. The transmitted






)t for a set of values k.
We use single superscript labelling for the indexes of transmitters and receivers, for example, zi
represents the noise vector at the receiver i. Single subscripts are used for the antenna labelling,
unless otherwise stated; for example, yi
j
represents the received signal at the jth antenna of
receiver i. The superscript pair i, j assigns the variable from transmitter i to receiver j, and




represents the channel between the lth antenna of transmitter i and the nth antenna of the
receiver j. Other notations are listed below:
xi
|A| Determinant of matrix A
A 0 Matrix A is positive semi-definite
K Number of users or receivers
M Number of antennas at users or receivers
R The set of real numbers
R
n The n-dimensional Euclidean space
Q The set of rational numbers
N The set of natural numbers
Z The set of all integers
E[X] The expectation of the random variable X
C The set of complex numbers
|U | The cardinality of a set U





The study of interaction between non-cooperative users sharing the same channel goes back to
Shannon’s work on the two-way channel in [1]. Several researchers followed his work, and
the two-user interference channel (IC) emerged as a fundamental problem regarding interaction
between users causing interference in the networks. In this channel, two senders transmit inde-
pendent messages to their corresponding receivers via a common channel. The characterization
of the channel’s capacity region that reveals the acceptable rates in the system has been an open
problem for more than 40 years.
There are some special cases where the exact capacity region has been characterized. A
limiting expression for the capacity region was obtained in [2] (see also [3]). Owing to ex-
cessive computational complexity, this expression cannot be used directly to fully characterize
the capacity region. To show this, Cheng and Verdú [4] proved that for the Gaussian multiple
access channel (MAC), which can be considered as a special case of the Gaussian interference
channel (GIC),1 the limiting expression fails to fully characterize the capacity region by relying
only on the Gaussian distributions . There are, however, some special cases where the limiting
expressions can be optimized. For example, the sum capacity of the Gaussian MAC can be
achieved by relying on the simple scheme of frequency/time division multiple access [5].
During the past three decades, information theorists have made extensive efforts to charac-
1In a special case of the GIC, the received signals at both receivers are statistically equivalent. The capacity
region of this channel is equivalent to that of the Gaussian MAC observed from one of the receivers.
1
terize the impact of the interference on the capacity of wireless networks. The GIC is a simple
model that captures most of the characteristics of wireless networks. This model describes a
communication system with multiple transmitter/receiver pairs in which each transmitter wishes
to communicate with its corresponding receiver while generating interference to all other re-
ceivers. Although there is an extensive body of research on the capacity characterization of
the GIC, the capacity region of this channel is still generally unknown even for the simplest
case of a two-user GIC. In fact, for the two-user GIC, the capacity region has been completely
characterized only for some ranges of channel coefficients [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. For the gen-
eral two-user case, a characterization of the capacity region within one bit has been presented
in [13].
Moving from the two-user case to more than two users makes the capacity characteriza-
tion more challenging. To reduce the severe effect of the interference for the case of K > 2
users, the use of a new technique known as Interference Alignment is essential. A version of
interference alignment, which was first introduced by Maddah-Ali et al. [14, 15], is an elegant
technique that reduces the effect of the aggregated interference from several users to the effect
of the interference from only one user. In this technique a subspace is dedicated to interfer-
ence, and the signaling is designed such that all the interfering signals are squeezed into the
interference subspace [15, 16]. There are two versions of interference alignment in the litera-
ture: signal space alignment and signal scale alignment. In the signal space alignment method,
careful choosing of transmission directions converts the interference channel into multiple non-
interfering channels. Signal space alignment approaches are applicable to interference channels
with time varying/frequency selective channel coefficients. Signal scale alignment schemes,
on the other hand, use structured coding, e.g., lattice codes, to align interference at the sig-
nal level and are especially useful in the case of static channels. In [17], for the special cases
of many-to-one and one-to-many GICs, the authors have computed the capacity region within
constant bits using the signal scale alignment technique. For the general case of K > 2 users
most of the effort has focused on the characterization of the total degrees of freedom. The total
degrees of freedom (DoF) for a GIC shows the growth of the maximum achievable sum rate
in the limit of increasing Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Using the idea of signal space inter-
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ference alignment, Cadambe and Jafar [18] showed that for a fully connected K-user GIC with
time varying/frequency selective channel coefficients, the total degrees of freedom is equal to
K
2
. Since interference alignment needs full channel state information at all transmitters, the as-
sumption of availability of channel gains for time-varying channels is far from being practical,
and hence the results of Cadambe and Jafar cannot be applied to the more realistic case of static
channels.
Etkin and Ordentlich [19] deployed some results of additive combinatorics to show that
for a constant fully connected real GIC, the total degrees of freedom is very sensitive to the
rationality/irrationality of channel coefficients. They showed that for a K-user fully connected
constant real GIC with rational channel coefficients, the total degrees of freedom is strictly less
than K
2
. Moreover, they showed that for a class of measure zero of channel coefficients, the total
degrees of freedom of this channel is equal to K
2
. Motahari et al. [16] showed that by deploying
a new type of interference alignment, which the authors have called real interference alignment,
it is possible to achieve K
2
degrees of freedom for almost all K-user real GICs with constant
channel coefficients. The essence of this method is to align discrete points along a real axis
based on the number theoretic properties of rational and irrational numbers [16].
The basic idea of Vector Interference Alignment initiated from the 2 × 2 X channel with
three antennas at each receiver. Later on, for the setup of 2 × 2 multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) X channels, a technique called symbol extension [20] is introduced in the context of
time varying MIMO X channels. Motahari et al. [21] used the real interference alignment
over the single-input single-output (SISO) X channels with constant channel realizations. It is
noteworthy that although initially the implementation of interference alignment looks simpler
over X channel than GIC, when the number of transmitters/receivers increases, the problem
will be much more sophisticated. There are efforts to characterize the total DoF of the time
varying/frequency selective X channels in the literature; most of these rely on symbol extension
and MIMO techniques like zero-forcing and beam-forming.
In this thesis, for the first time an attempt to characterize the total DoF of MIMO X channels
with constant channel realization is discussed. A new mathematical tool is used to find a new
number theoretic theorem, which can provide required tools for characterization of the total
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DoF of a class of MIMO X channels. This new Diophantine approximation theorem enables
the power of multiple antenna diversity along with the possibility of modulating the transmit
signal using the rational dimensions. At the receivers, by using this new theorem, one can
exploit the simultaneous/joint decoding at all antennas. This technique can maximize the total
fractional achievable DoF. For the first time, in this dissertation the complex channel realization
is also considered. It is assumed that each channel gain can be modeled with a complex number
consisting of an amplitude and a phase. The achievability scheme for the complex channel gains
is backed with a new complex number Khintchin–Groshev type of theorem that is introduced
and proved in the last chapter of this thesis.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, some background and required
preliminaries on the characterization of DoF for X channels are reviewed. I will focus on the
concepts of the real interference alignment technique in achieving the DOF of SISO X channels.
In Chapter 3, the required mathematical tools and techniques for introducing and proving
the joint decoding theorem are discussed in detail. After the provision of the required analytical
tools, the insight to a new number theoretic theorem, which will be introduced and proved in
the next chapter, is discussed.
In Chapter 4, results of Chapter 3 are used to characterize the total DoF of both K×2 and 2×
K MIMO X channels with constant real channel realizations. The required encoder and decoder
design for each case is provided, and it is observed that the total DoF is achieving the outerbound
and is the same as the time varying/frequency selective channel with a much more complicated
signaling. This combination of signaling and joint decoding is called Layered Interference
Alignment. The detailed mathematical proof for the new Diophantine approximation theory of
the layered interference alignment is provided. To extend these results to the complex channel
realizations a new set of tools is required. The Diophantine approximation bound provided for
the complex numbers is totally different from the real number case, but analysis for the total
DoF per transmit dimension is retained in comparison with the real channel realizations.




Sharing the available wireless medium for higher data transmission has made interference man-
agement one of the biggest challenges in wireless networks. Spectrum sharing is known as a
key solution to time/frequency allocation among users. However, in dense networks achieving
the optimum throughput of the system is not obtained only by orthogonal schemes, making in-
terference management inevitable. Extensive efforts have been made by information theorists
to characterize the ultimate obstruction that interference imposes on the capacity of wireless
networks. In order to reduce the severe effect of interference for the K > 2 users interference
channel, the use of a new technique known as interference alignment is crucial.
Interference alignment was first introduced by Maddah-Ali et al. [15] in the context of
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) X channels as a breakthrough technique that makes the
interference less damaging by merging the communication dimensions occupied by interfering
signals.
Interference alignment in n-dimensional Euclidean spaces for n ≥ 2, known as vector inter-
ference alignment has been studied by several researchers, e.g., [15, 20, 22, 23]. In this method,
at each receiver a subspace is dedicated to interference; then the signaling is designed such
that all the interfering signals are squeezed into the interference subspace. Using this method,
Cadambe and Jafar [22] showed that, contrary to popular belief, a K-user Gaussian interference
channel (GIC) with varying channel gains could achieve its total DoF, which is K
2
. Since the as-
sumption of varying channel gains is unrealistic, particularly that all the gains should be known
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at the transmitters, the application of these important theoretical results is limited in practice.
Motahari et al. [24] settled the problem for the general scenario by proposing a new type
of interference alignment that can achieve K
2
DoF for almost all K-user real GIC with constant
coefficients. This result was obtained by introducing a new type of interference alignment
known as real interference alignment. In this technique, tools from the field of Diophantine
approximation in number theory play a crucial role [25].
Extending the aforementioned results to the K-user MIMO interference channel is straight-
forward when the number of transmitter antennas is equal to the number of receiver antennas.
Also, studies like [22, 24] showed that for a K-user M-antenna MIMO interference channel the
total number of DoF is equal to KM
2
, whether the channel is constant or time varying/frequency
selective. However, extension to the general K-user, with M antennas at transmitter and N an-
tennas at receiver, interference channel is not straightforward. Ghasemi et al. [26] partially
settled the problem by proposing tighter upper and lower bounds for the MIMO constant chan-
nels.
The MIMO X channel behaves differently compared with the MIMO K-user GIC. Although
in the latter the total DoF is fully characterized for an equal number of antennas at all nodes,
the corresponding problem in the former setup is still open. This is because vector or real
interference alignment techniques cannot provide the necessary means to settle the problem in-
dividually. Mahboubi et al. [27] were the first to introduce a new type of alignment technique,
called layered interference alignment, in which real interference alignment is used in conjunc-
tion with vector alignment to obtain optimal signaling for the MIMO K × 2, X channel. The
layered interference alignment not only enjoys the benefits of both its ancestor techniques but
also relies on a new Khintchine–Groshev type inequality that is introduced for the first time in
this dissertation. This theorem enables the receiver to exploit the availability of multiple anten-
nas at its side. In this chapter the details of the real interference alignment technique and how it
is used to characterize the total DoF of single antenna 2×2 and K×M X channels are explained.
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2.1 Degrees of Freedom
Besides the capacity results, there are a number of works on characterizing the degrees of free-
dom of the vector GIC. The degrees of freedom of a point-to-point communication system is
the capacity pre-log factor for large values of signal to noise ratio (SNR). More precisely,
if the capacity of the system can be formulated as C(SNR) = d log2(SNR) + o(log2(SNR))
1
then the system has d degrees of freedom. This definition is for complex settings (all signals,
noise, and channel coefficients are complex variables). In the real setting, it is said that a point-
to-point system has d degrees of freedom if the capacity of the system can be expressed as
C(SNR) = d
2
log2(SNR) + o(log2(SNR)). Note that with this definition the degrees of freedom
of the system would be independent of the underlying real or complex setting.
According to this definition, a point-to-point single-input single-output (SISO) Gaussian
channel has one degree of freedom. The point-to-point MIMO channel with M transmit anten-
nas and N receive antennas is known to have min(M,N) degrees of freedom [28]. Although this
result can be obtained from the capacity results of this channel, it can also be obtained by using
simpler methods like zero-forcing.
For multi-user channels a degrees of freedom region (similar to capacity region) can be
defined. The degrees of freedom region of a channel is in fact the shape of the capacity region
of that channel in the high SNR regime scaled by log2(SNR). Let C and D denote the capacity
region and degrees of freedom region of a multi-user channel, respectively. All extreme points





























here ω is the connectivity vector. Then the individual degrees of freedom of user i are defined


































where Ri is any allowable rate for user i within the capacity region.
Similar to the sum-rate capacity, the total degrees of freedom of a multi-user system, D,
with K users refers to the case of ω = (1, 1, · · · , 1)t in (2.1)
D = max
(d1,··· ,dk)∈D
(d1 + d2 + · · · + dK)
In fact, the total degrees of freedom is the sum-rate capacity in a high SNR regime scaled by
log2(SNR). For a two-user MIMO Gaussian MAC with M1 and M2 antennas at the transmitters
and N antennas at the receiver, Jafar and Fakhereddin [29] proved that the total degrees of
freedom is given by
D = min(M1 + M2,N)
This means that the total degrees of freedom of the two-user MIMO MAC are the same as when
there is perfect cooperation between the users. Similarly, for a MIMO Gaussian broadcast
channel (BC) with M antennas at the transmitter and N1 and N2 antennas at the receivers, the
total degrees of freedom can be expressed as follows [29]:
D = min(M,N1 + N2)
Finally, for a MIMO GIC with M1 and M2 antennas at the transmitters and N1 and N2 antennas
at their corresponding receivers, the total degrees of freedom is given by [29]
D = min(M1 + M2,N1 + N2,max(M1,N2),max(M2,N1))
This result is obtained by a careful selection of transmit directions and by performing zero-
forcing at the receivers. As special cases, the total degrees of freedom of a two-user scalar GIC
is equal to 1 and the total degrees of freedom of a two-user vector GIC with M antennas at each
terminal is equal to M.
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2.1.1 Interference Alignment
In contrast to the major research activities on the interference channels, e.g., [8, 9, 13, 30], the
problem of characterizing the capacity region of GIC is still open. It is shown by Motahari et
al. [8] that in the two-user GIC, the Han–Kobayashi scheme [31] achieves within one bit of
the capacity region, as long as the interference from the private message in the Han–Kobayashi
scheme is designed to be below the noise level.
The result of [13] has provided a clear understanding about the behaviour of the two-user
GIC. However, it turns out that moving from the two-user scenario to a larger number of users
is a challenging task. Indeed, for a K-user GIC (K > 2), the Han–Kobayashi approach of man-
aging the interference is not enough, and a new approach of interference management known
as interference alignment must be incorporated.
Interference alignment is a solution for making the interference less severe at receivers by
merging the communication dimensions occupied by the interfering signal. Maddah-Ali et al.
[15] introduced the concept of interference alignment and showed its capability in achieving the
full degrees of freedom for certain classes of two-user X channels. Because it is simple and at
the same time powerful, interference alignment provided the spur for further research. It is not
only usable for lowering the harmful effect of the interference but also can be applied to provide
security in networks as proposed in [32].
Several researchers [15, 18, 20, 23] studied the interference alignment in n-dimensional Eu-
clidean spaces for n ≥ 2. In this method, at each receiver a subspace is dedicated to interference;
then the signaling is designed such that all the interfering signals are squeezed into the interfer-
ence sub-space. Such an approach saves some dimensions for communicating desired signals,
rather than wasting them because of the interference. Using this method, Cadambe and Jafar
[18] showed that, contrary to popular belief, a K-user Gaussian interference channel with vary-
ing channel gains could achieve its total DoF, which is K
2
. Later, in Nazar et al. [33], it is shown
that the same result can be achieved using a simple approach based on a particular pairing of
the channel matrices. The assumption of varying channel gains, particularly noting that all the
gains should be known at the transmitters’ sides, is unrealistic, which limits the application of
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these important theoretical results in practice.
In [17], followed by [34, 35], the application of interference alignment is extended from
two or more spatial/temporal/frequency dimensions to one dimension, but at the signal level.
In [17] it is shown that lattice codes, rather than random Gaussian codes, are essential parts of
signaling for three-user time-invariant GICs. In [34], after interference was aligned using lattice
codes, the aggregated signal is decoded and its effect is subtracted from the received signal. In
fact, Sridharan et al. [34] show that the very strong interference region of the K-user GIC is
strictly larger than the corresponding region when alignment is not applied. In their scheme, to
make the interference less severe, transmitters use lattice codes to reduce the code-rate of the
interference, which guarantees decodability of the interference at the receiver. Sridharan et al.
[35] showed that the DoF of a class of three-user GICs with fixed channel gains could be greater
than one. This result was obtained using layered lattice codes along with successive decoding
at the receiver.
In Etkin and Ordentlich [36] and Motahari et al. [37], the results from the field of Diophan-
tine approximation in number theory are used to show that interference can be aligned using
properties of rational and irrational numbers and their relations. These authors showed that
the total DoF of some classes of time-invariant single antenna interference channels could be
achieved. In particular, Etkin and Ordentlich [36] proposed an outerbound on the total DoF that
maintains the properties of channel gains with respect to being rational or irrational. Using this
outerbound, surprisingly they proved that the DoF is everywhere discontinuous for the class of
channels under investigation.
2.2 MIMO X Channel
A 2 × 2 MIMO X channel is a system with two transmitters and two receivers, each equipped
with multiple antennas, where independent messages need to be conveyed from each transmitter
to each receiver. In this thesis, the benefits of transmitter side cooperation in the form of shared












Figure 2.1: MIMO X Channel
The MIMO X channel is shown in Figure 2.1 and is described by the input output equations:
y1 = H1,1x1 +H2,1x2 + z1
y2 = H1,2x1 +H2,2x2 + z2
where y1 is the N1 × 1 output vector at receiver 1, y2 is the N2 × 1 output vector at receiver 2, z1
is the N1×1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at receiver 1, z2 is the N2×1 AWGN
vector at receiver 2, x1 is the M1 × 1 input vector at transmitter 1, x2 is the M2 × 1 input vector
at transmitter 2, H1,1 is the N1 × M1 channel matrix between transmitter 1 and receiver 1, H2,2
is the N2 ×M2 channel matrix between transmitter 2 and receiver 2, H2,1 is the N2 ×M1 channel
matrix between transmitter 2 and receiver 1, and H1,2 is the N1 × M2channel matrix between
transmitter 1 and receiver 2. As shown in Figure 2.1, there are four independent messages in
the MIMO X channel, W11,W12,W21,W22, where Wi j represents a message from transmitter j to
receiver i. The power at each transmitter is assumed to be equal to ρ. The size of the message
set is indicated by |Wi j(ρ)|. For codewords spanning n channel uses, the rates Ri, j(ρ) = log |Wi j(ρ)|n
are achievable if the probability of error for all messages can be simultaneously made arbitrarily
small by choosing an appropriately large n. For rate functions Ri j(ρ) the degrees of freedom are
defined as














, Pr(Ŵi j , Wi j(ρ))→ 0 as n→ ∞ ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2}
}
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(d1,1 + d1,2 + d2,1 + d2,2)
The MIMO X channel is especially interesting because it generalizes the interference chan-
nel to allow an independent message from each transmitter to each receiver. An interesting cod-
ing scheme is proposed by Maddah-Ali et al. (MMK) [15] for the two-user MIMO X channel
with three antennas at all nodes. Just as the MIMO X channel combines elements of the MIMO
broadcast channel, the MIMO multiple access channel, and the MIMO interference channel
into one channel model, the MMK scheme naturally combines dirty thesis coding, successive
decoding, and zero-forcing elements into an elegant coding scheme tailored for the MIMO X
channel. The results of [38] establish that with three antennas at all nodes the maximum multi-
plexing gain for each of the MIMO IC, MAC, and BC channels contained within the X channel
is 3. However, for the MIMO X channel with three antennas at all nodes, the MMK scheme
is able to achieve 4 degrees of freedom. The MMK scheme also extends easily to achieve 4M
degrees of freedom on the MIMO X channel with 3M antennas at each node. Thus, the results
of [38] show that the degrees of freedom on the MIMO X channel surpass what is achievable
on the interference, multiple access, and broadcast components individually.
Several interesting questions arise for the MIMO X channel. In [20] it is shown that the
maximum multiplexing gain for the MIMO X channel, in particular, cannot be achieved by
the MMK scheme, but in several setups the MMK scheme is always optimal. They noted
that neither dirty thesis coding nor successive decoding has ever been found to be necessary
to achieve the full degrees of freedom on any multiuser MIMO channel with perfect channel
knowledge. Zero-forcing suffices to achieve all degrees of freedom on the MIMO MAC, BC,
and interference channels. They also investigated that the factor of 4M
3
suggested by the results
of Maddah-Ali et al. [15] is found to be optimal; it would lead to non-integer values for the
degrees of freedom when M is not an integer multiple of 3. This was of fundamental interest
because there were no known results for the optimality of non-integer degrees of freedom for
any non-degenerate wireless network with perfect channel knowledge since this research was
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done. 2 Finally, while the interference channel does not seem to benefit from cooperation
through noisy channels between transmitters and receivers, it is not known if shared messages
(in the manner of cognitive radio [44]) can improve the degrees of freedom on the MIMO X
and interference channels. They used a method called symbol extension over time in order to
characterize the total DoF of MIMO X channels, and surprisingly their results were the same as
those of the MMK scheme.
What made their results non-practical was that they assumed channel changes over time
and that all the transmitters have knowledge all channel states non-causally. Surprisingly, none
of above-mentioned methods (neither MMK scheme nor symbol extension over time) could
characterize the total DoF of the SISO X channel. Recently a brilliant idea has been put forward
to characterize the DoF of the SISO X channel [21], and the 4
3
of DoF is achieved. In this thesis
the results of this method, Real Alignment are analyzed. I will describe this method in much
more detail. (see section 2.3.4)
2.2.1 Rational Dimension
Proposed in [15], the first example of interference alignment is done in Euclidean spaces.
Briefly, the n-dimensional Euclidean space (n ≥ 2) available at a receiver is partitioned into
two subspaces. A subspace is dedicated to interference and all interfering users are forced to
respect this constraint. The major technique is to reduce the dimension of this subspace so that
the available dimension in the signal subspace allows a higher data rate for the intended users.
Alignment using structural codes is also considered by several researchers [17, 35]. Structural
interference alignment is used to make the interference caused by users less severe by reduc-
ing the number of possible codewords at receivers. Even though useable in one-dimensional
spaces, this technique does not allow transmission of different data streams, as there is only one
dimension available for transmission.
Maddah-Ali et al. [15] show that there exist available dimensions (called rational dimen-
sions) in one-dimensional spaces, which open new ways of transmitting several data streams
2Degrees of freedom with channel uncertainty have been explored in [39, 40, 41, 42, 43].
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from a transmitter and interference alignment at the receiver. A coding scheme that provides
sufficient tools to incorporate the rational dimensions in transmission is proposed. This coding
scheme relies on the fact that irrational numbers can play the role of directions in Euclidean
spaces and data can be sent by using rational numbers. This fact is proved by using the results
of Hurwitz, Khintchine, and Groshev [45] obtained in the field of Diophantine approximation.
In the encoding part, two types of constellation are used to modulate data streams. Type I or
single-layer constellation refers to the case where all integer points in an interval are chosen
as constellation points. Despite its simplicity, it was shown that the single-layer constellation
is capable of achieving the total DoF of several channels. Type II or multi-layer constellation
refers to the case where a subset of integer points in an interval is chosen as constellation points.
Because it is capable of achieving the total DoF of some channels, this constellation is more
useful when all channel gains are rational.
2.3 Coding Scheme
In this section, a coding scheme for data transmission in a shared medium is described in detail.
It is assumed that the channel is real, additive, and time invariant. Additive white Gaussian
noise with variance σ2 is added to the received signals at all receivers. Moreover, transmitters
are subject to the power constraint P. The SNR is defined as SNR = P
σ2
.
2.3.1 Transmitting using Rational Dimensions
A transmitter limits its input symbols to a finite set that is called the transmit constellation. Even
though it has access to the continuum of real numbers, restriction to a finite set has the benefit
of easy and feasible interference management. Having a set of finite points as input symbols,
however, does not rule out transmission of multiple data streams from a single transmitter. In
what follows, it is shown how a finite set of points can accommodate different data streams.
Let us first explain the encoding of a single data stream. For the sake of simplicity the









)t, and the desired message at
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The transmitter i selects two constellations, Ui and Vi, to send the data stream i to both
receivers. The constellation points are chosen from integer points, i.e.,Ui ⊂ ZM andVi ⊂ ZM .
It is assumed that Ui and Vi are bounded sets. Hence, there is a constant Q such that Ui ⊂
[−Q,Q] and Vi ⊂ [−Q,Q] intervals. The maximum cardinality of Ui and Vi, which limits
the rate of data stream i, is denoted by |Xi| = max{|Ui|, |Vi|}. This design corresponds to the
case where all integers between −Q and Q are selected, which is a simple choice yet capable of
achieving the total DoF of several channels.
Having formed the constellation, the transmitter constructs two random codebooks for data
stream j with rates R j,1 and R j,2 to be received by the first and the second receivers, respectively.
This can be accomplished by choosing a probability distribution on the input alphabets. The
uniform distribution is the first candidate, and it is selected here for the sake of brevity. On
the other hand, since the input constellation is symmetrical by assumption, the expectation of
the uniform distribution is zero, and the transmit signal has no DC component. The power
consumed by the data stream i can be bounded as Q2. Even though it is far from being tight in
general, using this bound does not decrease the performance of the system as far as the DoF is
concerned.
When a transmitter is to send one data stream to each of two receivers, first it uses the above
procedure to construct two data streams Then it combines them using a linear combination of



















carries the part of the information for data stream j that is desired at the first receiver
and is being transmitted by the lth antenna of transmitter j. Accordingly, v
j
l
is defined as the
part of the information for data stream j that is desired at the second receiver and is being






are constant real numbers that













x2 = 0 has no
rational solutions for each j ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} and l ∈ {1, 2, ..., M}. This independence is because
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a unique map from constellation points to the message sets is required. Reliance on this inde-
pendence means that any real number x
j
l






































to be rationally dependent.













for l = 1, 2, ..., M. To adjust the power, the transmitter multiplies the signal by a constant A, i.e.,
the transmit signal is x j = A x̂ j.
2.3.2 Recovering the Mixed Signal in Rational Dimensions
After rearrangement of the interference part of the signal, the received signal can be represented
as
y = ĝ0u0 + ĝ1I1 + . . . + ĝmIm + z (2.4)
where ĝ0 = g0 to unify the notation. In what follows, the decoding scheme used to decode u0
from y is explained. It is worth noting that if the receiver is interested in more than one data
stream, then it performs the same decoding procedure for each data stream.
At the receiver, the received signal is first passed through a hard decoder. The hard decoder
looks at the received constellation Û = g0U0 + ĝ1I1 + . . .+ ĝmIm and maps the received signal
to the nearest point in the constellation. This changes the continuous channel to a discrete one
in which the input symbols are from the transmit constellationU0 and the output symbols are
from the received constellation.
Remark 1 I j is the constellation due to single or multiple data streams. Since it is assumed
that in the latter case there is a linear combination of multiple data streams with integer coeffi-
cients, it can be concluded that I j ⊂ Z for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
To bound the performance of the decoder, it is assumed that the received constellation has
the property that there is a many-to-one map from Û to U0. This in fact implies that if there
is no additive noise in the channel then the receiver can decode the data stream with zero error
probability. This property is called property Γ. It is assumed that this property holds for all
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received constellations. To satisfy this requirement at all receivers, usually a careful transmit
constellation design is needed at all transmitters.
Let dmin denote the minimum distance in the received constellation. Having property Γ, the
receiver passes the output of the hard decoder through the many-to-one map from Û toU0. The
output is called û0. Now, a joint-typical decoder can be used to decode the data stream from a
block of û0. To calculate the achievable rate of this scheme, the error probability of transmitting














Definition 1 (Noise Removal) A receiver can completely remove the noise if the minimum dis-
tance between the received constellation points is greater than
√
N, where N is the noise vari-
ance [24].
Now Pe can be used to lower bound the rate achievable for the data stream. Etkin and
Ordentlich [36] used Fano’s inequality to obtain a lower bound on the achievable rate, which is
tight in high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) regimes. Following similar steps, one can obtain
R = I(û0, u0)
= H(u0) − H(u0|û0)
a
≥ H(u0) − 1 − Pe log |U0|
b
≥ log |U0| − 1 − Pe log |U0| (2.6)
where (a) follows from Fano’s inequality and (b) follows from the fact that u0 has uniform
distribution. To have a multiplexing gain of at least d, |U0| needs to scale as SNRd. Moreover,




for an ǫ > 0, then it can be shown that R
log SNR
approaches d at high
SNR regimes.
It is noteworthy that after interference alignment the interference term no longer has uniform
distribution. However, the lower bound on the achievable rate given in (2.6) is independent of
the probability distributions of the interference terms. It is possible to obtain better performance
by exploiting the distribution of the interference.
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2.3.3 Performance Analysis: Khintchine–Groshev Theorem
The decoding scheme proposed in the previous section is used to decode the data stream u0
from the received signal in (2.4). To satisfy property Γ, it is assumed that {ĝ0, ĝ1, . . . , ĝm} are
independent over rational numbers. Owing to this independence, any point in the received
constellation has a unique representation in the bases {ĝ0, ĝ1, . . . , ĝm}, and therefore property Γ
holds in this case.
Remark 2 In a random environment it is easy to show that the set of {ĝ0, ĝ1, . . . , ĝm} , being
dependent, has measure zero (with respect to Lebesgue measure). Hence, in this section it is
assumed that property Γ holds unless otherwise stated.
To use the lower bound on the data rate given in (2.6), one needs to calculate the minimum
distance between points in the received constellation. Let us assume each stream in (2.4) is
bounded (as is the case, since transmit constellations are bounded by the assumption). In partic-
ular, U0 = [−Q0,Q0] and I j = [−Q j,Q j] for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Since points in the received
constellation are irregular, finding dmin is not easy in general. Thanks to the theorems of Khint-
chine and Groshev [46], however, it is possible to lower bound the minimum distance. As is
shown in [24], using this lower bound at high SNR regimes is asymptotically optimal. Some
background needed for stating the theorem of Khintchine and Groshev will now be provided.
The field of Diophantine approximation in number theory deals with approximation of real
numbers with rational numbers. The reader is referred to [47, 48] and the references therein.
The Khintchine theorem is one of the cornerstones in this field. It gives a criteria for a given
function ψ : N → R+ and real number α such that |p + αq| < ψ(|q|) has either infinitely many
solutions or at most finitely many solutions for (p, q) ∈ Z2. Let A(ψ) denote the set of real
numbers such that |p + αq| < ψ(|q|) has infinitely many solutions in integers. The theorem has





then A(ψ) has measure zero with respect to Lebesque measure. This part can be rephrased in
a more convenient way as follows. For almost all real numbers, |p + αq| > ψ(|q|) holds for
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all (p, q) ∈ Z2 except for a finitely many of them. Since the number of integers violating the
inequality is finite, one can find a constant κ such that
|p + αq| > κψ(|q|)
holds for all integers p and q almost surely. The divergent part of the theorem states that A(ψ)






There is an extension to Khintchine’s theorem that looks at the approximation of linear
forms. Let α = (α1, α2, . . . , αm) and q= (q1, q2, . . . , qm) denote an m-tuple in R
m and Zm, respec-
tively. LetAm(ψ) denote the set of m-tuple real numbers α such that
|p + α1q1 + α2q2 + . . . + αmqm| < ψ(|q|∞) (2.7)
has infinitely many solutions for p ∈ Z and q ∈ Zm. The |q|∞ is the supreme norm of defined as
maxi |qi|. The following theorem gives the Lebesque measure of the setAm(ψ).





qm−1ψ(q) < ∞, (2.8)




qm−1ψ(q) = ∞ (2.9)
and ψ is monotonic.
In real interference alignment, the convergent part of the theorem is concerned, which can
be proved using the Borel–Cantelli lemma. Moreover, given an arbitrary ǫ > 0, the function
ψ(q) = 1
qm+ǫ
satisfies (2.8). In fact, the convergent part of the theorem used in this section can be
stated as follows. For almost all m-tuple real numbers there exists a constant κ such that





holds for all p ∈ Z and q ∈ Zm.
The Khintchine–Groshev theorem can be used to bound the minimum distance of points in
the received constellation. In fact, a point in the received constellation has a linear form, i.e.,













Let us assume Qi for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} is ⌊γiP
1−ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) ⌋ where γi is a constant. Moreover, ǫ is
the constant appearing in (2.10). Let us also assume that g0 = γP
m+2ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) . It is worth mentioning
that in this thesis it is assumed that each data stream carries the same rate in the asymptotic
case of high SNR, i.e., they have the same multiplexing gain. However, in more general cases
one may consider different multiplexing gains for different data streams. Substituting in (2.12)
yields
Pe < exp (−δPǫ) (2.13)
where δ is a constant and a function of γ, κ, σ, and γi. The lower bound obtained in (2.6) for
the achievable rate becomes




1 − exp (−δPǫ)) log(2⌊γiP
1−ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) ⌋) − 1
>
(1 − ǫ) (1 − exp (−δPǫ))
2(m + 1 + ǫ)
(log(P) + ϑ) − 1 (2.14)
where (a) follows from the fact that |U0| = 2Q0 and ϑ is a constant. The multiplexing gain of







m + 1 + ǫ
. (2.15)
Since ǫ can be made arbitrarily small, it can be concluded that d = 1
m+1
is indeed achievable. In
[24], the following theorem is proved; this result and its required conditions are summarized.
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the received signal y = g0u0 + ĝ1I1 + . . . + ĝmIm + z if the following regularity conditions are
satisfied:
1. g0 = γP
m+2ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) where γ is a constant.
2. u0 ∈ [−Q0,Q0] where Q0 = ⌊γ0P
1−ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) ⌋ and γ0 is a constant. Moreover, the uniform
distribution is used to construct the random codebook.
3. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, Ii ∈ [−Qi,Qi] where Qi = ⌊γiP
1−ǫ
2(m+1+ǫ) ⌋ and γi is a constant.






, . . . ,
ĝm
g0
} is among m-tuples that satisfy (2.10).
Moreover, the last two conditions almost surely hold.
2.3.4 K × M SISO X Channel
System Model
The K × M SISO X channel models a network in which K transmitters wish to communicate
with M receivers. Unlike the interference channel, each transmitter has a message for each
receiver. In other words, transmitter i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} wishes to transmit an independent
message to receiver j for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}. The message transmitted by transmitter i and
intended for receiver j is denoted by mi j. The channel’s input–output relationship can be stated
as follows, see Figure 2.2 (User i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}wishes to transmit an independent message
mi j to receiver j for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}.),
y1 = h1,1x1 + h2,1x2 + . . . + hK,1xK + z1,





























Figure 2.2: The K × M SISO X Channel
where xi and yi are input and output symbols of user i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, respectively. zi is
AWGN with unit variance for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Transmitters are subject to the power constraint
P. The hi, j represents the channel gain between transmitter i and receiver j. It is assumed that
all channel gains are real and time invariant.
LetC denote the capacity region of this channel. The DoF region associated with the channel
can be defined as the shape of the region in high SNR regimes scaled by log SNR. Let us denote












where Ri, j is an achievable rate for the message mi j and R is the set of all achievable rates. The
DoF achievable by the message mi j is denoted by d
i, j.
The Total DoF of KM
K+M−1 is Achievable
An upper bound on the DoF of this channel is obtained in [23]. The upper bound states that the
total DoF of the channel is less than or equal to KM
K+M−1 , which means each message can at most
achieve 1
K+M−1 of DoF. It will be shown that this DoF is achievable. To this end, transmitter i





hi, jxi, j (2.18)
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where xi, j is the signal carrying the message mi j. Let us focus on the signals intended for receiver
1, i.e., x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xK,1. The received signals due to these transmit signals can be written as
ỹ1 = (h1,1)2x1,1 + (h2,1)2x2,1 + . . . + (hK,1)2xK,1






I1,M = (h1,Mh1,1)x1,1 + (h2,Mh2,1)x2,1 + . . . + (h1,MhK,1)xK,1.
Since x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xK,1 are not intended for receiver j for all j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , M}, I1, j is a part
of interference at receiver j. It is claimed that all interfering signals x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xK,1 can be
aligned at all receivers j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , M}. Let H1 denote the set of all coefficients appearing
in I1,2, I1,3, . . . , I1,M , i.e., H1 = {(h1,2h1,1), (h2,2h2,1), . . . , (h2,Mh2,1), (h1,MhK,1)}. H1 has (M − 1)K
members. The set of all monomials with variables in H1 is denoted by G(H1). Let T1 denote a























si,1 = 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}
0 ≤ si, j ≤ n Otherwise
Clearly, T1 has (n + 1)(M−1)K members.
The message mi,1 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} is transmitted along directions in Ti,1 where Ti,1 ⊂ T1.































sl,1 = 0 ∀ l ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}
0 ≤ si, j ≤ n − 1 ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} & j , 1
0 ≤ sl, j ≤ n Otherwise
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It is easy to show that the cardinality of Ti,1 is nM−1(n+1)(M−1)(K−1). The received directions due
to xi,1 at all receivers belong to T1. In fact, xi,1 arrives at receiver j multiplied by (hi, jhi,1), and
since the power of (hi, jhi,1) in all directions in xi,1 is less than n, it is concluded that the received
directions are all in T1. Therefore, all transmit signals are aligned, and the total number of
directions in I1, j for all j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , M} is (n + 1)(M−1)K .
A similar argument can be applied for signals intended for receiver j for all j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , M}.
Therefore, the received signals can be represented as
y1 = ỹ1 + I2,1 + I3,1 + . . . + IM,1 + z1,






yM = ỹM + I1,M + I2,M + . . . + IM,(M−1) + zM,
where Ii, j is the part of interference caused by all messages intended for receiver i at receiver j.
Because of symmetry, only the received directions at receiver 1 are considered. At receiver 1,
there are (M − 1) interfering signals each of which consists of at most (n + 1)(M−1)K directions.
Therefore, the total number of interfering directions is L′1 = (M − 1)(n + 1)(M−1)K . On the
other hand, ỹ1 consists of KnM−1(n + 1)(M−1)(K−1) directions. This is because ỹ1 = (h1,1)2x1,1 +
(h2,1)2x2,1 + . . . + (hK,1)2xK,1 and xi,1 for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} consists of nM−1(n + 1)(M−1)(K−1)
directions. Therefore, the total number of received directions is
L = (M − 1)(n + 1)(M−1)K + KnM−1(n + 1)(M−1)(K−1).
The use of Theorem 2, allows the conclusion that
D ≥ KMn
M−1(n + 1)(M−1)(K−1)
KnM−1(n + 1)(M−1)(K−1) + (M − 1)(n + 1)(M−1)K + 1 (2.23)
is achievable for the X channel. Rearranging gives
D ≥ KM








Since (2.24) holds for all n,
D =
KM
K + M − 1 (2.25)
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which is the desired result. In a special case, M = K = 2 and the total DoF is 4
3
. On the other
hand, for the general case of M = K the conclusion is that the total DoF of K
2
2K−1 , which is
always greater than K
2
, and it can be observed that as the number of receivers increases the total
DoF approaches K
2
, which means that X channel acts like GIC in if the merit is DoF.
2.4 General Case Scenario
In the general and more practical situation there are always more than two transmitters and
receivers with different number of antennas at each node. All of the aforementioned techniques
fall short even in MIMO setups with an equal number of antennas at all nodes. In the upcoming
chapters a novel scheme, called layered interference alignment, will be introduced. This was
first proposed by me in [27] and could achieve the total DoF of a class of MIMO X channels.
One of the main advantages of this novel technique in comparison with MMK and symbol
extension methods is its applicability for both time invariant and complex channel realizations.
In the last chapter, I will outline the clues to solve much more general setups. The layered
interference alignment technique is a powerful scheme, which will spur further research on




In this chapter several tools from the field of Diophantine approximation are discussed. Using
the integers as the desired transmit constellations and designing the transmit signals based on
rational dimensions spanned by the channel gains makes the need for approximation of integers
inevitable. The tools that will be discussed here bring the possibility of decoder analysis at
high SNR regimes using a simple hard decoder. This also provides required tools for the proof
of essential mathematical theorems of simultaneous/joint decoding in the layered interference
alignment.
3.1 Integer Number Estimation
Diophantine approximation is a branch of number theory that can loosely be described as a
quantitative analysis of the property that every real number can be approximated by a rational
number arbitrarily closely. The theory dates back to the ancient Greeks and Chinese who used
good rational approximations to the number pi (3.14159...) in order to accurately predict the
positions of planets and stars. The metric theory of Diophantine approximation is the study of
the approximation properties of real numbers by rationals from a measure theoretic (probabilis-
tic) point of view. The central theme is to determine whether a given approximation property
holds everywhere except on an exceptional set of measure zero. Usually the approximation
property is used to look for those real numbers that fall into a given interval of length deter-
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mined by the denominators of the rational approximates infinitely often. Such numbers are
called well-approximable, and the set can be expressed as a lim sup set.
This branch of number theory takes its roots from Dirichlet’s famous theorem, which is
based on the box counting argument. Throughout this chapter classical results from Diophantine
approximation, which can be found in [25, 49, 50], are stated.















The proof of this is a direct consequence of the pigeon hole principle — given N objects and M
boxes with N > M ≥ 1, then there exists a box with at least two objects. The following global
statement concerning the rate of rational approximation to any given irrational number can be
deduced from Dirichlet’s theorem.

















The corollary simply states that any irrational number can be approximated by rationals with
the rate of one over the denominator squared. This greatly improves the trivial rate of one over
the denominator, which makes use of the simple fact that for any α and fixed denominator q
there exists an integer p such that |α − p/q| ≤ 1/2q.
A natural question now arises. Is it possible to do better? That is to say, can we replace the
right-hand side of (3.1) with a quantity tending to zero faster as the denominator size increases?
The following result completely answers this question.
Theorem (Hurwitz 1891) 1 For any irrational real number α there exist infinitely many inte-


















5 in the above inequality is the best possible.
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The previous statement simply means that it is not possible to replace
√
5 in (3.2) by a constant
A strictly larger than
√
5.




have the worst approximation properties amongst the irrationals. In particular, for any























where ǫ > 0 is arbitrary. To a certain extent, this can be explained by the fact that the golden




= [1; 1, 1, 1, . . .]
Here, the notation [a0; a1, a2, . . .] denotes the continued fraction expansion of an irrational α,
i.e.,






The partial quotients ai are integers with ai ≥ 1 for i ≥ 1. This discussion leads naturally to
the notion of badly approximable numbers.
A natural question now arises as to whether it is possible to do better? That is, is it possible
to improve the right-hand side of inequality 3.1. It follows from continued fractions that q−2 can
be replaced by 1
2q2
. In 1891 Hurwitz completely answered it by proving that the best possible by
considering the continued fraction expansion of the numbers that are equivalent to golden ratios
α = (
√
5 + 1)/2. That is, α = (
√





























where a, b, c, d ∈ Z and
ad − bc = 1
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where ǫ > 0 is arbitrary. This discussion leads naturally to the notion of badly approximable
numbers.

















for all integers p and q > 0. Thus, a number is badly approximable if the rate of approximation
given by 3.1 cannot be improved beyond a constant. Let Bad denote the set of badly approx-
imable numbers. Clearly Bad is non-empty — the golden ratio is in Bad. The set Bad of badly
approximable numbers can be completely described in terms of the theory of continued frac-
tions. A classical result states that α is badly approximable if and only if the partial quotients
in its continued fraction expansion are bounded, i.e., there exists a positive constant K(α) such
that
α ∈ Bad ⇐⇒ ∃ K(α) > 0 : |ai| ≤ K(α) ∀ i ≥ 1






5, · · · ) have bounded partial quotients and are therefore
badly approximable.
Bad is a small set in terms of measure, as its Lebesgue measure is zero (see Section 3.2),
but it has maximal dimension in R.
To reiterate the main point of the above discussion: the exponent 2 in (3.1) is the best
possible in the sense that if it is replaced by τ > 2 then (3.1) is no longer valid for all irrationals.
This naturally brings us to the notion of τ -approximable numbers — numbers for which the
exponent 2 in (3.1) can be improved. Let τ be a positive real number. A real number α is said













≤ q−τ for infinitely many (p, q) ∈ Z × N
The set of τ-approximable numbers will be denoted by W(τ). In view of Dirichlet’s theorem,
we trivially have that
W(τ) = R for any τ ≤ 2
On the other hand there exist very well approximable numbers that can be approximated
by rationals to within a rate of q−τ for an arbitrary large value of τ. Such numbers are called
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For example, a consequence of Liouville’s theorem [25] is that the number
10−1! + 10−2! + 10−3! + . . .
is a Liouville number. The set of Liouville numbers will be denoted byL. Clearly,L ⊂ W(2+ǫ)
for arbitrary ǫ > 0, and it is well known that both badly approximable and Liouville numbers
are quite rare. Indeed,
|Bad| = |L| = 0,
where |X| is the Lebesgue measure of the set X. In other words, a randomly chosen real number
lies outside these sets with probability 1. However, by another, more delicate notion of “size”
Bad is bigger than L. More precisely, dim(Bad) = 1 > 0 = dimL, where dim(X) is the
Hausdorff dimension of X. See [49] for further details.
3.2 Khintchine’s Theorem
We start by generalizing the notion of τ-approximable numbers by introducing general approx-
imating functions.
Throughout the chapter, an “approximating function” means a decreasing function ψ : N 7→
R
+ such that ψ(r)→ 0 as r → ∞. Let W(ψ) denote the set of all numbers that satisfy
|x − p/q| ≤ ψ(q) for infinitely many (p, q) ∈ Z × N
Thus, with ψ : q 7→ ψ(q) := q−τ the general set W(ψ) is simply the set W(τ) of τ-approximable
numbers.
A straightforward application of the Borel–Cantelli lemma shows that if
∑∞















Figure 3.1: Khintchine 1-dimensional approximation function
Thus, if the function ψ decreases rapidly enough so that the “measure” sum converges, then
the set of ψ-approximable numbers is of zero Lebesgue measure.
A natural question now arises. What can be said about the size of the set W(ψ) when the
measure sum diverges? The answer to this is given by Khintchine in [51], and it is a key result
in metric Diophantine approximation. It provides a beautiful and simple “zero-full” criterion
for the size of W(ψ) expressed in terms of Lebesgue measure.
Theorem (Khintchine) 1 Let ψ be an approximating function. Then,






































] throughout this chapter unless or otherwise specified. The reason for this
choice will be apparent later. For understanding one may consider the unit interval I = [0, 1],
and in this case Figure 3.1 may be considered to understand Khintchine’s theorem.
Remark 3 The fact that the statement is for W (ψ) ∩ I, rather than simply W (ψ), is for con-
venience and is actually stronger. It implies that when the measure sum diverges the set W (ψ)
is of full Lebesgue measure, i.e., the complementary set R \W (ψ) is of zero Lebesgue measure.
Naturally this is stronger than the statement that |W (ψ) | = ∞.
As already mentioned, the convergence case follows easily the simple application of the
Borel–Cantelli lemma. Thus, the divergence case constitutes the main substance of the theorem,
and that is where the assumption ψ is decreasing comes into play. It is worth mentioning that in
Khintchine’s original statement the stronger hypothesis that r2ψ(r) is decreasing was assumed.
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The fact that this additional hypothesis is unnecessary is due to [52]. However, removing the
hypothesis that ψ is decreasing in Khintchine’s theorem represents a fundamental open problem
in metric number theory. This condition cannot in general be relaxed, as was shown by Duffin
and Schaeffer [53] in 1941. They constructed a function ψ : N → R+ (non-monotonic approxi-




qψ(q) diverges but |W(ψ)| = 0. Nevertheless, Duffin and
Schaeffer produced the following conjecture for an arbitrary ψ. Let
W ′(ψ) =
{

















W ′(ψ) ⊂ W(ψ)
The co-primeness condition is imposed in (3.3) in order to relate the rationals to the approximat-
ing function uniquely, as it is irrelevant when ψ is monotonic. Let φ denote the Euler function;
then the conjecture is as follows.
Duffin-Schaeffer Conjecture: For any function ψ : N 7→ R+





Although various partial results have been established (see [54] for details and references), the
full conjecture represents one of the most difficult and profound unsolved problems in metric
number theory.




measure sum diverges whereas with ψ2(q) =
1
q2(log q)1+ǫ
and (ǫ > 0) the sum converges. Thus,
an increase in the rate of approximation by a factor of ( 1
log q
)ǫ switches the measure from full to
zero, i.e.,
|W (ψ1) ∩ I| = 1 and |W (ψ2) ∩ I| = 0
Let us return briefly to the set Bad of badly approximable numbers. It follows from the defini-
tion of Bad and W(ψ) that
Bad ⊂ I \W(ψ1)
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The set on the right-hand side is of Lebesgue measure zero, and thus
|Bad| = 0
Now, for any decreasing function ψ tending to zero faster than ψ2, |W(ψ)| = 0. In particular,
|W(10)| = 0 and |W(100)| = 0, and Khintchine’s theorem fails to distinguish between them.
Heuristically, one would expect that the set W(100) is in some sense smaller than the set W(10).
But how can this be characterized? One requires another notion of size suited for describing
the finer measure theoretic structure of W(ψ) — beyond Lebesgue measure. The appropriate
notion of size for this purpose is the notion of generalized Hausdorff measures. A curious
reader who wants to go into further details of metric Diophantine approximation is referred to
[55]. However, later in this thesis the Hausdorff dimension of badly approximable sets will
be calculated. Therefore, a brief introduction of the Hausdorff dimension and measure is now
presented.
3.3 HausdorffMeasure and Dimension
The Hausdorff dimension of a set X is a generalization of the standard concept of dimension. To
define the Hausdorff dimension of the set X the notion of Hausdorff measure is required. Just
as two subsets of Rn may have equal dimension but differing n-dimensional volume, two sub-
sets of X may have equal Hausdorff dimension but different Hausdorff measure. Furthermore,
the Hausdorff measure agrees with the standard Lebesgue definition of measure for Lebesgue
measurable sets. Thus, Hausdorff measure is a generalization of Lebesgue measure, and the
Hausdorff dimension is a generalization of Euclidean (integer) dimension. Moreover, Haus-
dorff measure is a more refined notion of size than the Hausdorff dimension. Hausdorff’s idea
of measure is based on a Caratheodory approach of approximating X by countable covers. Let
f : R+ → R+ be an increasing continuous function such that f (r) → 0 as r → 0. The
function f is usually referred to as a dimension function. Then the Hausdorff f -measure of a
set X ⊂ Rn is defined as follows. For ρ > 0, a countable collection {Bi} of Euclidean balls in Rn
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Figure 3.2: Graph of Hausdorff measureH s(X) against the exponent s
with diameters diam(Bi) ≤ ρ such that X ⊂
⋃
i
Bi is called a ρ-cover for X. Define


















where the infimum is taken over all possible ρ-covers of X. The Hausdorff f -measure of X is
defined as
H f (X) = lim
ρ→0+
H fρ (X).
For the particular case f (r) = rs, where s > 0, l H f (X) is called the s-dimensional Hausdorff
measure and is denoted byH s(X).
Since the Hausdorff measure is defined in terms of the diameter of the covering sets, it is
unchanged by restriction to closed, open, or convex sets. It is also unchanged by translations
and rotations, but it is affected by scaling. Typically, the value H s(X) jumps from infinity to
zero as s increases. The value s at this discontinuity is called the Hausdorff dimension of the
set X and is denoted by dim(X).
Formally
dim(X) = inf{s ∈ R+ : H s(X) = 0}
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At the critical exponent s = dim X, the quantity H s(X) is zero, infinite, or strictly positive
and finite. In the latter case, i.e.,
0 < H s(X) < ∞
the set X is said to be an s-set; see [49] for further details.
3.4 The Jarnı́k–Besicovitch Theorem
Recall that if one considers the set W(ψ) for an approximation function ψ of the form ψ(q) = q−τ,
then W(ψ) is the classical set of τ-approximable numbers W(τ). The convergence part of Khint-
chine’s theorem implies that for any τ > 2 the set W(τ) is of Lebesgue measure zero. Intuitively,
one would expect the size of W(τ) to decrease as the rate of approximation increases, i.e., as τ
increases. The following theorem, which is attributed to Jarnı́k [56] and later independently to
Besicovitch [57], allows us to distinguish between the size of the sets W(τ) expressed in terms
of the Hausdorff dimension.




The theorem confirms our intuition: the size of W(τ) expressed in terms of the Hausdorff di-
mension decreases as τ increases. In particular, W(10) is indeed larger than W(100).
It follows from the definition of the Hausdorff dimension and the Jarnı́k–Besicovitch theo-
rem that


















0 if s > 2/τ
∞ if s < 2/τ
However, the Jarnı́k-Besicovitch theorem gives no information regarding the s-dimensional
Hausdorff measure of W(τ) at the critical value s = dim W(τ). Thus, it is unable to distin-









It follows from the Jarnı́k–Besicovitch theorem that
dim W(ψ1) = dim W(ψ2) =
1
5
The final result, which distinguishes the exceptional sets of such kind as that presented in
the above example, is called the Jarnı́k theorem.
We have seen that the Jarnı́k–Besicovitch theorem tells us the dimension of the sets W(τ).
However, the following result reveals much more. It provides complete information concern-
ing the Hausdorff f -measure of W(ψ) and in particular allows us to determine the value of
H s (W (ψ)) at the critical exponent s = dim (W (ψ)).
Theorem (Jarnı́k) 1 Let ψ be an approximating function. Let f be a dimension function such
that q−1 f (q)→ ∞ as q→ ∞ and q−1 f (q) is decreasing. Then

































q f (ψ(q)) = ∞
Clearly Jarnı́k’s theorem (see [58] for the original manuscript) can be regarded as the Hausdorff
measure version of Khintchine’s theorem. As with the latter, the divergence part constitutes the
main substance. Notice that the case that H f is comparable to the one-dimensional Lebesgue
measure is excluded by the condition q−1 f (q)→ ∞ as q→ 0 . Analogous to Khintchine’s origi-
nal statement, in Jarnı́k’s original statement the additional hypotheses that q2ψ(q) is decreasing,
q2ψ(q) → 0 as q → ∞, and that q2 f (ψ(q)) is decreasing were assumed. The fact that these
conditions are unnecessary is due to [55]. Thus, even in the simple case when f (q) = qs (s ≥ 0)
and the approximating function is given by ψ(q) = q−τ log q (τ > 2), Jarnı́k’s original statement
gives no information regarding the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of W(ψ) at the critical
exponent s = 2/τ. This is because q2 f (ψ(q)) is not decreasing.
Recall that in the case that H f is the standard s-dimensional Hausdorff measure H s (i.e.,
f (q) = qs), it follows from the definition of the Hausdorff dimension that
dim W(ψ) = inf{s : ∑∞q=1 qψ(q)s < ∞}
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In view of this, Jarnı́k’s zero–infinity law implies not only the Jarnı́k–Besicovitch theorem,
namely
dim(W(τ)) = 2/τ (τ ≥ 2)
but also that
H2/τ(W(τ)) = ∞ (τ > 2)
Furthermore, the zero–infinity law allows us to discriminate between sets with the same di-
mension and even the same s-dimensional Hausdorff measure. For example, with τ ≥ 2 and





(1+ǫi) (i = 1, 2)
It is easily verified that for any ǫi > 0
|(W(ψǫi))| = 0 , dim W(ψǫi) = 2/τ and H2/τ(W(ψǫi)) = 0
However, consider the dimension function f given by













where, as usual, the symbol ≍ denotes comparability (the quotient of the associated quantities




= ∞ whilst H f (W(ψǫ2)
)
= 0
Thus, the Hausdorff measure H f does make a distinction between the sizes of the sets under
consideration, unlike the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
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3.4.1 A Concrete Example
Going back to the “concrete” approximating functions ψ1 and ψ2 given by (3.4), shows that
both sets W(ψ1) and W(ψ2) have equal dimension, namely 1/5. It is amazing that any differ-








Let f be the dimension function given by






















































Hence, Jarnı́k’s zero–infinity law implies that
H f (W(ψ1)) = ∞ whilst H f (W(ψ2)) = 0
3.5 The Linear Forms Theory
Results of the previous sections can be generalized to higher dimensions. These generalizations
come in two distinct forms, namely, simultaneous and dual approximations. The two cases can
be combined to give rise to linear form theory.
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Let ψ be an approximating function. An m × n matrix X = (xi j) ∈ Rmn is said to be ψ-
approximable if the system of inequalities
‖q1x1i + q2x2i + . . . + qmxmi‖ < ψ(|q|) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (3.5)
is satisfied for infinitely many vectors q ∈ Zm \ {0}. Here ‖ · ‖ means distance to the nearest
integer. For clarity, equation 4.16 may be expressed in the form
|q1x1i + q2x2i + . . . + qmxmi − pi| < ψ(|q|) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (3.6)
which is satisfied for infinitely many vectors (p, q) = (p1, · · · , pn, q1, · · · , qm) ∈ Zn × Zm \ {0}.
The system
q1x1i + q2x2i + . . . + qmxmi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
of n real linear forms in m variables q1, . . . , qm will be written more concisely as qX, where the
matrix


























x11 . . . x1n
x21 . . . x2n
...
...


























is regarded as a point in Rmn. It is easily seen that ψ-approximability is unaffected under trans-












The ψ-approximability in the linear forms setup is again rooted in the linear form version of the
Dirichlet’s theorem.
Theorem (Dirichlet for Vectors) 1 Let N be a given natural number and let X ∈ Imn. Then
there exists a non-zero integer q ∈ Zm with 1 ≤ |q| ≤ N satisfying the system of inequalities
‖q1x1i + q2x2i + . . . + qmxmi‖ < N−
m
n (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
It can be easily deduced from the Dirichlet’s theorem that
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Corollary 2 For any X ∈ Imn there exist infinitely many integer vectors q ∈ Zm such that
‖q1x1i + q2x2i + . . . + qmxmi‖ < |q|−
m
n (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (3.7)
The right-hand side of (3.7) may be sharpened by a constant c(m, n), but the best permissible
values for c(m, n) are unknown except for m = n = 1. It leads naturally to the notion of badly
approximable points in Imn. A point X ∈ Imn is said to be badly approximable if there exists a
constant C(X) > 0 such that
‖qX‖ > C(X)|q|−mn
for all q ∈ Zm \ {0}. Let Bad(m, n) denote the set of badly approximable points in Imn. A result
of Schmidt [47] states that Bad(m, n) is a large set in the sense that it has maximal dimension,
i.e.,
dim Bad(m, n) = mn
Let W(m, n;ψ) denote the set of ψ-approximable points in Imn, i.e.,
W (m, n;ψ) := {X ∈ Imn : ‖qX‖ < ψ(|q|) for i.m. q ∈ Zm \ {0}}
In this setup the points X ∈ Imn are approximated by (m − 1)n-dimensional hyperplanes. These
play an analogous role to that of the rationals in the one-dimensional settings. The set W(1, n;ψ)
corresponds to simultaneous Diophantine approximation. In this setting the points x = (x1, . . . xn) ∈
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|qx1 − p1| < ψ(q)
|qx2 − p2| < ψ(q)
. . . . . .
|qxn − pn| < ψ(q)
The set W(m, 1;ψ) corresponds to the dual Diophantine approximation. In the dual approx-
imation, instead of approximated by rational points, one considers the closeness of points
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x := (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Im to rational hyperplanes given by the equation
q · x = p with (p, q) ∈ Z × Zm
i.e., we work with the inequality
|q1x1 + q2x2 + . . . + qmxm − p| < ψ(|q|)
3.5.1 Khintchine–Groshev Theorem
The main Lebesgue result in the linear form settings is the Khintchine–Groshev theorem, which
gives an elegant answer to the question of the size of the set W(m, n;ψ). The result links the
measure of the set to the convergence or otherwise of a series that depends only on the approx-
imating function and is the template for many results in the field of metric number theory. It
provides a complete answer to the question of Lebesgue measure of the ψ-approximable points.
The following statement is due to Groshev [46] and extends Khintchine’s simultaneous result
[59] to the dual form case.
Theorem (Khintchine-Groshev) 1 Let ψ be an approximating function. Then


































where |W(m, n;ψ)|mn denotes the mn-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set W(m, n;ψ). The
proof of the convergence case of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem is easily established by a
straightforward application of the Borel–Cantelli lemma and is free from any assumption on
ψ. The divergence part constitutes the main substance of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem and
requires the monotonicity assumption on the function ψ. It is worth mentioning that in the
original statement of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem [46, 51, 59] the stronger hypothesis that
rmax(1,m−1)ψ(r)n is monotonic was assumed. The fact that this assumption is unnecessary is due
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to [52]. The case when the sum diverges was proved by Groshev using Fourier analysis. It can
also be proved using probabilistic ideas that rely on the pairwise statistical independence of sets
associated with pairs of integer vectors that are linearly independent (see [60] for details).
Let us return briefly to the set Bad(m, n) of badly approximable points. It follows from the
definition of Bad(m, n) and W(m, n;ψ) that
Bad(m, n) ⊂ Imn \W(m, n;ψ)
In view of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem, the set on the right-hand side is of Lebesgue
measure zero, and thus
|Bad(m, n)|mn = 0
In the one-dimensional case (m = n = 1), it is well known that the monotonicity hypothe-
sis in the Khintchine–Groshev theorem is absolutely crucial (see §3.2). In other words, the
Khintchine–Groshev theorem is false without the monotonicity hypothesis, and the Duffin–
Schaeffer [53] conjecture provides an appropriate alternative statement. Beyond the one-dimensional
setting, the problem of removing monotonicity on the approximating function of the Khitchine–
Groshev theorem is fully settled.
Theorem 3 Let ψ : N→ R+ and mn > 1. Then


































The proof of Theorem 3 is attributed to various authors for different values of m. For m = 1,
Theorem 3 was proved by Gallagher [61]. For m = 2, Theorem 3 was recently proved by
Beresenevich and Velani [62]. For m ≥ 3, it can be derived from Schmidt [63, Theorem 2] or
Sprindzǔk’s [50, §1.5, Theorem 15].
Note that the Lebesgue theory so far discussed is rigid in the sense that it only tells us
measure as zero or one. As a result the sets that obey zero–one laws always involve exceptional
sets of measure zero. The Lebesgue theory does not tell us anything more about the size of these
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exceptional sets, although it is clear that it should depend on the choice of the approximating
function.
With reference to the system of linear form, the Khintchine–Groshev theorem shows that
if the approximating function ψ decreases sufficiently quickly so that the sum converges, the
corresponding set of ψ -approximable points is of zero mn-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In
this case we cannot obtain Any further information regarding the size of W(m, n;ψ) in terms
of Lebesgue measure. Intuitively, the size of W(m, n;ψ) should decrease as the speed of ap-
proximation increases. The following theorem allows us to distinguish between sizes of the sets
W(m, n;ψ) expressed in terms of the Hausdorff dimension.
3.5.2 Multidimensional Jarnı́k–Besicovitch Theorem
Dodson et al. [64] showed that the Hausdorff dimension of ψ-approximable sets is related to
the lower order at infinity of the function 1
ψ
. The lower order (at infinity) λ(g) of a function






and indicates the growth of g “near” infinity; it is non-negative for an increasing function.



























mn if λ ≤ m
n
This theorem can be regarded as the Hausdorff dimension version of the Khintchine–Groshev
theorem, in which the Lebesgue measure is replaced by the Hausdorff dimension and the volume
sum is replaced by the lower order at infinity. Intuitively, the more rapid the approximation, the
larger the lower order λ and so smaller the dimension of the set W(m, n;ψ). It follows from the
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definition of the Hausdorff dimension and Dodson’s theorem that


















0 if s > dim W(m, n;ψ)
∞ if s < dim W(m, n;ψ)
However, Dodson’s theorem gives no information regarding the s-dimensional Hausdorff mea-
sure of W(m, n;ψ) at the critical exponent s = dim W(m, n;ψ). Thus, it is unable to distinguish
between the sets of the same dimension. In the simultaneous approximation case Dodson’s the-
orem was essentially proved by Jarnı́k [58]. In fact, Jarnı́k obtained the Hausdorff dimension
result as a corollary of a Hausdorff measure version of Khintchine’s theorem. Dickinson and
Velani [65] obtained the Hausdorff measure analogue of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem.
Theorem (Dickinson and Velani) 1 Let ψ be an approximating function and let f be a dimen-
sion function such that r−mn f (r) → ∞ as r → 0 and r−mn f (r) is decreasing. Furthermore,
suppose that r−(m−1)n f (r) is increasing. Then,

































f (ψ(r))ψ(r)−(m−1)nrm−1 = ∞
As in all the measure theoretic statements, the divergence part constitutes the main substance
of the theorem. The case whenH f is comparable with the mn-dimensional Lebesgue measure
is excluded by the condition r−mn f (r) → ∞ as r → 0. As with the Jarnı́k theorem in one-
dimensional settings, the zero–infinity law of Theorem of Dickinson and Velani allows us to
discriminate between sets with the same dimension and even the same s-dimensional Hausdorff
measure.
3.5.3 A Unified Statement
The Khintchine–Groshev theorem and Theorem of Dickinson and Velani can be combined to
obtain a single unifying statement.
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Theorem 4 Let ψ be an approximating function. Let f be a dimension function such that
r−mn f (r) is monotonic and r−(m−1)n f (r) is increasing. Then,




























f (ψ(r))ψ(r)−(m−1)nrm−1 < ∞




f (ψ(r))ψ(r)−(m−1)nrm−1 = ∞
For monotonic approximating functions Theorem 4 provides a complete measure theoretic
description of W(m, n;ψ). In the case when f (r) := rmn the Hausdorff measure H f is simply
the standard Lebesgue measure. The condition that r−mn f (r) is monotonic is not restrictive and
gives an infinite measure statement (a multidimensional analogue of Jarnı́k’s theorem) when
r−mn f (r)→ ∞ as r → 0. It is notable that the underlying proof of both the statements is differ-
ent. However, in view of the Mass Transference Principle for linear forms, recently established
in [66], one obtains the Hausdorff measure results from the Lebesgue measure statements. In
other words
Khintchine–Groshev Theorem =⇒ Jarnı́k’s Theorem
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Chapter 4
DoF of MIMO X Channel with Constant
Channel Gains
In this chapter the interference alignment technique is deployed in detail to characterize the total
DoF of MIMO (K × 2, M) and (2 × K, M) X channels both with real and complex channel real-
ization. Techniques from Chapter 3 are used to provide a new set of Diophantine approximation
theorems to enable the possibility of simultaneous joint decoding at receivers.
4.1 System Model
4.1.1 Notation
Throughout this chapter, boldface upper-case letters, e.g., H, are used to represent matrices.
Matrix elements will be shown in brackets, e.g., H = [hi, j] for a set of values i, j. Vectors
are shown using boldface italic lower-case letters, e.g., v. Vector elements are shown inside
parentheses, e.g., v = (v1, v2, ..., vi) for a set of values i. The transpose and conjugate transpose
of a matrix A will be represented as At and A† respectively. The general transmitted signal from




each antenna of transmitters in the X channel, a linear combination of all desired messages for









where β j is the weight of message x
i, j
k
in the linear combination. The transmitted vector signal






)t for a set of values k. We use single
superscript labelling for the indices of transmitters and receivers, for example, zi represents
the noise vector at the receiver i. Single subscripts are used for the antenna labelling unless
otherwise stated; for example, yi
j
represents the received signal at the jth antenna of receiver
i. The superscript pair i, j assigns the variable from transmitter i to receiver j, and similarly
the subscript pair l, n represents the variable from antenna l to antenna n. For example, h
i, j
l,n
represents the channel between the lth antenna of transmitter i and the nth antenna of the receiver
j.
4.1.2 K-Transmitter, 2-Receiver M Antenna X Channel
A constant fully connected K-transmitter, 2-receiver MIMO Gaussian X network is considered.
This channel is used to model a communication network with K transmitters and two receivers.
Each transmitter is equipped with M antennas and wishes to communicate with both receivers,
transmitting a dedicated message to each of them. Each of the receivers is also equipped with
M antennas. All transmitters share a common bandwidth. The channel outputs at the receivers
are characterized by the following input–output relationship:
yi = H1,ix1 +H2,ix2 + ... +HK,ixK + zi















)t is the M × 1 input vector
signal of the jth transmitter, H j,i = [h
j,i
l,n
] is the M × M channel matrix between transmitter j
and receiver i, where h
j,i
l,n
specifies the channel gain from the lth antenna of jth transmitter to the






)t is M × 1 Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) vector at the receiver i. All noise terms are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean, unit variance Gaussian random variables. It is assumed that each
transmitter is subject to an average power constraint P:
E[(x j)†(x j)] ≤ P
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where E[x] represents the expectation of the random variable x. As mentioned earlier in the
notation section of this chapter, the transmitted signal from the kth antenna of transmitter i
desired to be decoded at receiver j is represented by x
i, j
k
. At each antenna of each transmitters
in the X channel, a linear combination of all desired messages for different receivers will be














e denote the probability of error for a message sent by transmitter j and received at
receiver i, i.e.,
P j,ie = Pr{W j,i , Ŵ j,i}
where W j,i is the message sent by transmitter j to receiver i with the rate of R j,i and Ŵ j,i is
decoded message from this transmission. For a given power constraint P, a rate region R(P) is
determined by rates R j,i. The closure of the set of all achievable rate tuples is called the capacity
region of the channel with power constraint P and is denoted by C(P). The notion of DoF is
defined next.
Definition 2 To an achievable rate tuple R(P) ∈ C(P) one can correspond an achievable DoF




d j,i log2(P) + o(log2(P))
The set of all achievable DoF tuples is called the DoF region and is denoted by D .
Definition 3 The maximum sum rate or sum capacity of the K-transmitter, 2-receiver MIMO




















In sequel, the (K × 2, M) X channel refers to constant channel gain, K-transmitter, 2-receiver



















Figure 4.1: K × 2, M antenna X channel
4.1.3 2-Transmitter, K-Receiver M Antenna X Channel
A constant fully connected 2-transmitter, K-receiver MIMO Gaussian X network is considered.
Each of the transmitters and receivers are equipped with M antennas. The schematic of this
channel can be found in Figure 4.2. The channel outputs at the receivers are characterized by
the following input–output relationship:
yi = H1,i x1 +H2,ix2+zi






)t is the M × 1 AWGN vector
at the receiver i. It is assumed that all noise terms are i.i.d. zero mean unit variance Gaussian
random variables and that each transmitter is subject to an average power constraint P. The









)t is the transmitted message from transmitter j to all receivers.
Similar to the K × 2, MIMO X channel, sum capacity and DoF region for 2 × K, MIMO X
channels can be defined. In sequel, the (2 × K, M) X channel refers to constant channel gain,



















Figure 4.2: 2 × K, M antenna X channel
4.2 Main Contribution and Discussion
4.2.1 Main Result
In this thesis, the total DoF of the following channels are characterized:
1. (2 × K, M) X channel with constant real/complex channel realizations
2. (K × 2, M) X channel with constant real/complex channel realizations
It is observed that the duality/reciprocity holds for the DoF of this class of X channels, i.e., if
the role of transmitters is interchanged with that of receivers the total DoF of the network will
be conserved. The technique that is used in this thesis, named layered interference alignment,
benefits from a linear pre-coding similar to vector interference alignment in conjunction with
a number theoretic technique similar to the real alignment using rational dimensions at the
transmitter. At the receiver a new mathematical tool was first introduced to empower the ability
to use joint processing and mutual decoding among the receiver antennas to achieve the total
fractional DoF of each desired message. The main results can be stated as follows:
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Theorem 5 The total DoF of (K × 2,M) X channel with real and time invariant channel coeffi-
cients is 2KM
K+1
for almost all channel realizations.
Theorem 6 The total DoF of the (2 × K,M) X channel with real and time invariant channel
coefficients is 2KM
K+1
for almost all channel realizations. This implies that when the base for
comparison is the DoF, (2 × K,M) and (K × 2,M) X channels are dual/reciprocal.
Theorem 7 The total DoF of the (2 × K,M) X channel and its dual, which is the (K × 2,M)
X channel with complex and time invariant channel coefficients, is 4KM
K+1
for almost all channel
realizations. This is twice that of the same channel with real channel gains. (The DoF for
complex channel realizations should be defined as half of its definition for real cases, since
complex transmission uses two dimensions for each transmission. This implies that the total
DoF per transmit dimension is the same as real channel realization and is 2KM
K+1
.)
It is noteworthy that two novel number theoretical theorems are introduced to prove the
above results; these will be discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.7.
4.2.2 Layered Interference Alignment
As described earlier, both previously known interference alignment methods, real and vector
interference alignment, can be used to reduce the effect of interference at the receiver side, but
there are still several cases where neither of them can achieve the total DoF of the system. In
this dissertation, a new powerful tool, layered interference alignment, is introduced. It con-
tains ingredients from both real and vector interference alignment techniques together with a
novel number theoretic Joint Processing/Simultaneous Decoding scheme at the receiver side.
Alignment of interfering signals is performed in two levels. First, using a vector alignment type
of constellation design, transmit directions are chosen in such a way that the dimension occu-
pied by the interference at all receivers is minimized. Second, similar to the real interference
alignment scheme, data streams are modulated at integer values and multiplied by real numbers













Figure 4.3: SIMO multiple access channel
Each received antenna observes a linear combination of the intended signals and aligned inter-
fering ones in a single stream. In order to decode the desired message, all received antennas will
participate in a joint processing scheme, based on a new Khintchine–Groshev type of theorem
for badly approximable numbers, which will be proved in Section 4.4.1.
4.3 Preliminaries
In this section, first the signal design for encoding and decoding using interference alignment is
introduced, and the required definitions that are used to prove the main results are gone through.
Next, the measure theoretic results of Khintchine–Groshev type theorems are used to analyze
the performance signal interference alignment in rational dimensions. Then, Diophantine ap-
proximation similar to real alignment is used to characterize the total DoF of K × M SISO X
channels. Finally, at the end of this section the notation of All most cases, which is a part of all
of these results, is discussed in detail.
4.3.1 Main Ideas and Basic Examples
To clarify basic ideas, we rely on a simple example and provide only rough reasoning for ratio-
nality of the schemes. Unless otherwise stated, the following assumptions are in place through-
out this chapter.
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Example 1 (Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) Multiple Access Channel) A multiple ac-
cess channel with three single antenna users and a 2-antenna receiver is shown in Figure 4.3.











1 + ax2 + bx3 + z1
y2= x
1 + âx2 + b̂x3 + z2
(4.1)
where all channel parameters are constant real numbers.
Since the capacity region of this channel is fully characterized, it can be easily shown that the
total DoF of 2 is achievable. Vector interference alignment falls short of achieving this DoF, as
transmitters are equipped with a single antenna. The naive application of real interference align-
ment results in the same conclusion. To see this, let us assume that all three users communicate
with the receiver using a single data stream. The data streams are modulated by the constel-
lation U = A(−Q,Q)Z = {all integers between −Q and Q}, where A is a factor controlling the
minimum distance of the received constellation.
The received constellation, which is a set of points in a two-dimensional space, consists of
points (v, v̂) such that v = A(u1 + au2 + bu3) and v̂ = A(u1 + âu2 + b̂u3), where ui ’s are members
ofU. Let us choose two sets of distinct points (v1, v̂1) and (v2, v̂2) in the received constellation.
The Khintchine–Groshev theorem provides us a lower bound on any linear combination of
integers. It also provides some bound on the distance between any integer vector and the linear
combination of rationally independent vectors. Using the theorem, one can obtain dmin ≈ AQ2 ,
where dmin is the minimum distance in the received constellation.
By using the noise removal definition (Def. 1) and choosing the unity variance for the
Gaussian noise, the noise can be removed if dmin = 1. Hence, it is sufficient to have A ≈ Q2.
In a noise-free environment, each received antenna can decode the three messages if there is a
one-to-one map from the received constellation to the transmit constellations. Mathematically,
one can satisfy this condition by enforcing the following:
Remark 4 (Separability Condition) Each received antenna is able to decode all three mes-
sages if the channel coefficients associated with that antenna are rationally independent. In the
above multiple access channel, for instance, the receiver can decode all messages by using the
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signal from the first antenna if u1 + au2 + bu3 = 0 has no non-trivial solution in integers for u1,
u2 and u3.
If the above condition is assumed and individual signals from each antenna used, the receiver
is able to decode all messages. This is in fact the main drawback of real interference alignment,
as it cannot exploit the availability of multiple antennas.
User i’s rate is Ri = log(2Q−1). Because of the power constraints, P = A2Q2. It was shown









If all three messages are decoded, the achievable DoF for this channel would be 1, which is not
desired, as the total DoF is 2. In [24] and as discussed earlier, the real interference alignment
can achieve the total DoF for multiple access channel and also two-user X channels both in the
single antenna setup, but this scheme cannot solve the general MIMO setup.
A new alignment scheme called layered interference alignment is proposed to achieve the
total DoF of this channel and a class of MIMO channels. This technique, in general, combines
vector and real interference alignment techniques in a subtle way to enjoy the benefit of multiple
transmit antennas at both transmitter and receiver sides. The multiple access channel considered
in this section has no room for vector alignment. This helps us to understand the difference
between the real and the layered interference alignment. Concretely, the layered interference
alignment adds the joint processing of the received signals at the receiver side to the original
real alignment by incorporating a new Khintchine–Groshev type theorem for approximating
some badly approximable number sets. This theorem bounds the dmin based on the size of the
input constellation and the number of antennas, in the same fashion that was discussed in [67].
These results are backed up by Theorem 8, which will be discussed in detail in section 4.4.
To use these mathematical results one must provide an algorithm at receivers for simultaneous
decoding.
Definition 4 (Joint processing of received data streams) Each receiver first normalizes the
received data streams in order to have the unity coefficient for a specified favourite message
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at all received antennas. Then it uses the results of Theorem 8 to simultaneously decode each
message from all received streams at each of all the M antennas. Then it applies the same
procedure for all other desired messages.
In the multiple access channel example, joint decoding is employed at both received anten-
nas. User i’s rate is Ri = log(2Q−1); in the presence of the power constraint, we have P = A2Q2.
Applying Theorem 8 and satisfying the noise removal assumption, we will have A ≈ Q0.5. User
i’s rate is Ri = log(2Q − 1) because of the power constraint, and we have P = A2Q2. Applying
Theorem 8 and satisfying the noise removal assumption will give A ≈ Q0.5. User i’s rate is
Ri = log(2Q − 1). Because of the power constraint we have P = A2Q2. Applying Theorem 8









Using the above method to decode each of the three messages, each of which has 2
3
, gives the
total DoF of 2, which is the desired result. In the rest of this chapter, we incorporate layered
interference alignment in its full potential, i.e., having the vector and the real interference align-
ment together with joint processing, to achieve the total DoF of (K × 2, M) and (2 × K, M) X
channels.
Remark 5 (Complex Coefficients) Despite the multiple access channel, it can be easily seen
that the total DoF of the X channel with complex coefficients cannot be derived by pairing. In
fact, a simple extension of the coding proposed in this thesis results in the total DoF of this
channel [68]. In this case, using layered interference alignment requires a new joint processing
bound, which was discussed separately in Section 4.7. This new theorem leaves the encoding
and decoding methods intact and provides the required analytic to analyze the performance of
the layered interference alignment for the constant complex number channel gain realizations.
It will be observed that this powerful technique will achieve the total DoF of 4KM
K+1
for both
(K × 2, M) and (2 × K, M) X channels with constant complex channel gains. (This is twice
the DoF of the same channels with real channel coefficients, due to use of two dimensions for
complex number transmission.)
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It must be emphasized that to benefit from the properties of Khintchine–Groshev type the-
orems, similar to the real alignment [24], all the results and proofs presented in this thesis
are based on the separability condition and Khintchine–Groshev type theorems. Therefore, all
results are valid for almost all channel realizations.
4.4 A new Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation
Let ψ : R+ → R+ be a real positive decreasing function with ψ(r) → 0 as r → ∞. Such a






]mn such that the system of inequalities
|q1x1i + · · · + qmxmi − p| < ψ(|q|) 1 ≤ i ≤ n (4.4)
is satisfied for infinitely many (p, q) ∈ Z × Zm \ {0}.
Here and throughout, the system q1x1i+, . . . ,+qmi of n linear forms in m variables will be
written more concisely as qX, and |q| denotes the supremum norm of the integer vector q.
The set W(m, n;ψ) is a hybrid of the classical set in which the distance to the nearest integer
is allowed to vary from one linear form to the other. In this situation it is the same for all
the linear forms. Sets of similar nature have been studied by Hussain and his collaborators in
[69], [70] and [71]. The Khintchine–Groshev type result is proved for W(m, n;ψ). The results
throughout this section crucially depend upon the choices of m and n, similar to the above-
mentioned thesis and unlike the classical sets.
Theorem 8 Let m + 1 > n and ψ be an approximating function; then
























The convergence half follows from the Borel–Cantelli lemma by construction of a suitable cover
for the set W (m, n;ψ). It does not rely on the choices of m and n, and it is free from monotonic
assumption on the approximating function. The divergence case can be proved by using the
similar arguments as in [69].
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4.4.1 Proof of The Convergence Case of Theorem 8
The convergence case follows from applying the Borel–Cantelli lemma after making use of the
natural cover of the set W (m, n;ψ). The resonant sets are defined as
Rq = {X ∈ Imn : qX − p = 0} (4.5)
Thus, the resonant sets are (m − 1)n-dimensional hyperplanes passing through the point p. The
set W(m, n;ψ) can be written as a lim sup set using the resonant sets in the following way.

























Figure 4.4 corresponds to the values m = 2, n = 1. The resonant set Rq is a line q1x + q2y − p =








































is a cover for the set W (m, n;ψ). Now, for each resonant set Rq, let ∆(q) be a collection of
mn-dimensional closed hypercubes C with disjoint interiors and side length comparable with













































where # denotes cardinality. Note that













































ψ(r)nrm−n is convergent, which gives zero Lebesgue measure by Borel–Cantelli
lemma.
4.4.2 Proof of The Divergence Case of Theorem 8
For the divergence case the ubiquity theorem Theorem 1 in [72, Theorem 1] is used, and to es-
tablish ubiquity two technical lemmas (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2) are needed. The work is similar
to [69]; therefore, I only prove one of them and refer the interested reader to the aforementioned
thesis [69]. Most of the metric results (Khintchine–Groshev, Jarnik, Jarnik–Besicovitch, and
Schmidt theorems) stem from the Dirichlet type result which is stated and proved below for the
current settings. Throughout, I set N = {2t : t ∈ N}.
Lemma 1 For N0 < N, for each X ∈ Imn there exists a non-zero integer vector q in Zm and
p ∈ Z with |q|, |p| ≤ N for N0 large enough such that
|qX − p| < (m + 2)2N−m+1n +1
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Proof: For |p| < N and those q with non-negative components, there are (N + 1)m N
possible vectors of the form qX − p for which
−m + 2
2
N ≤ qX − p ≤ m + 2
2
N
Divide the cube with centre 0 and side length (m + 2)N in Rn into Nm+1 smaller cubes of
volume (m + 2)nNn−m−1 and side length (m + 2)N1−
m+1
n . Since Nm < (N + 1)m, there are at least
two vectors q1X − p1, q2X − p2, say, in one small cube. Therefore
∣
∣
∣(q1−q2)X − (p1 − p2)
∣
∣




Evidently q1 − q2 ∈ Zm and |q1 − q2| ≤ N. Also, p1 − p2 ∈ Z and |p1 − p2| ≤ N by choices
of p1 and p2.
Lemma 2 The family Rq is locally ubiquitous with respect to the function ρ : N → R+ where




where ω(t) is a positive real increasing function such that ω(t) → ∞ as t → ∞. However, it is
not very restrictive in the sense that it can always be assumed as a step function and hence does
not appear in the sum condition; for details see [69, page 83].
In view of Lemma 1, it is natural to consider the following badly approximable set. Let
Bad(m, n) denote the set of X ∈ Imn for which there exists a constant C(X) > 0 such that
|qX − p| > C(X)|q|−m+1n +1 for all p × q ∈ Zm+1 (4.6)
Theorem 9 Let m + 1 > n; then
dim Bad(m, n) = mn
and for m + 1 ≤ n
|Bad(m, n)|mn = 1
The proof of Theorem 9 follows from [71, 73] by setting u = 1. Now, for m + 1 > n, since
Bad(m, n) ⊆ Imn \W(m, n;ψ), therefore |Bad(m, n)|mn = 0.
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Remark 1 It should be clear from Theorem 9 that the minimum distance between qX and the
nearest integer vector (p, · · · , p) is at least C(X)|q|−m+1n +1, where C(X) > 0 is a constant. Loosely
speaking, Bad(m, n) consists of all those points that stay clear of (m − 1)n-dimensional hyper-
planes having diameter proportional to |q|−m+1n +1 centered at the hyperplanes Rq. Note that if
the exponent −m+1
n
+ 1 is replaced by −m+1
n
+ 1 − ǫ for ǫ > 0, then the set Bad(m, n) is a full
Lebesgue measure. It is very pleasing and aligned with our applications.
Remark 2 In the case m + 1 ≤ n, the set W(m, n;ψ) is over determined and lies in a subset of
strictly lower dimension than mn.
To see this consider the case m = n and det X , 0. This would imply that the defining
inequalities (4.4) take the form
|q − pX−1| ≤ C(X)ψ(|q|)
which is obviously not true for sufficiently large q.
The same logic extends to all other cases. For each m × n matrix X ∈ Rmn with column
vectors x(1), . . . , x(n) define X̃ to be the m × (n − 1) matrix with column vectors x(2), . . . , x(n). The
set Γ ⊂ Rmn is the set of X ∈ Rmn such that the determinant of each m × m minor of X̃ is zero.
It will now be proved that W(m, n;ψ) ⊂ Γ when m + 1 ≤ n.
Lemma 3 For m + 1 ≤ n the set W(m, n;ψ) is contained in Γ, and dimΓ = (m − 1)n + m < mn.
Thus,
dim W(m, n;ψ) ≤ (m − 1)n + m
The proof of the Lemma can be easily adapted from [69], and the related metric theory can also
be proved similarly.
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4.5 DoF of (K×2, M) X Channel with Constant Real Channel
Gains
Using the Khintchine-Groshev theorem is the main tool in calculating the total DoF of the single
antenna X channel [24]. This brilliant theorem cannot be applied to MIMO systems. In this
case, it is required to extend the Khintchine–Groshev theorem to linear forms over vectors. It
was expected that such extension can be solved under simultaneous Diophantine approximation.
It is observed that a modification to such an extension gives us a powerful tool, but it cannot be
used directly for MIMO X channels. Interestingly, using a similar approach to the original proof
of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem for the vectors made it possible to provide a similar type
of results for the badly approximable number sets, leading to a new Diophantine approximation
theorem. This technique empowers us to deploy the Khintchine–Groshev type of theorems for
the MIMO X channel. This tool enables the power of joint processing/simultaneous decoding
at all received antennas of a particular receiver, which is crucial in approximation of sets of
numbers in higher dimensions and consequently decoding in the MIMO setup.
Let us assume that the X channel consists of K transmitters and two receivers. Each node in
the channel is equipped with M antennas.
4.5.1 Encoding













preferable to decode these at receivers 1 and 2, respectively. The transmitter selects its modula-
tion points fromU = A(−Q,Q)Z and V = A(−Q,Q)Z for uil and vil, l = 1, 2, .., M, accordingly.
A is a constant factor that controls the minimum distance of the received constellation.
The transmit directions are first chosen in such a way that the interfering signals at both
receivers are aligned, i.e., they arrive at the receiver with the same coefficient. To this end, two
M × M matrices I1 and I2 are fixed at receivers 1 and 2, respectively, and these coefficients are
dedicated to the interfering signals. I1 and I2 can be used to design the transmitted signals from
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all transmitters. For instance, the ith transmitter uses the following signal for data transmission:
xi = (Hi,2)−1I2ui + (Hi,1)−1I1vi (4.7)
4.5.2 Decoding

























where z1 and z2 are independent Gaussian random vectors with identity covariance matrices.
















is the received gain (coefficient) for each ui
j
observed at the lth antenna. This number
puts together all the effects of pre-coding and channel gain; ηi, j is the ith row, jth column
















λl, jΘ j + z
2
l (4.10)






How the first receiver decodes a given desired message, say u11, from the received signals
from all antennas is now described. One can normalize the received signal to set the coefficients
of u1
1
at all antennas equal to unity. Next, the joint processing method is applied to decode u1
1
simultaneously from all antennas. Theorem 8 allows the minimum distance to be approximated
by dmin=AQ
−k. Hence, setting A ≈ Qk is sufficient to dmin ≈ 1, which in turn results in noise
removal from the received signal. Putting this together gives P ≈ Q2(k+1). At the first receiver
the following DoF per each favorite signal is obtained (this technique can be applied to all ui j
at the first receiver):
d1,1 = lim
P→∞







In the second receiver, the same method will be applied for all vi
j
, resulting in the same DoF
for the second receiver as well. Finally, at each receiver it is possible to decode KM different
messages, which results in the total DoF of 2KM
K+1
for the system. This, in fact, meets the upper
bound mentioned in [23].
4.6 DoF of (2×K, M) X Channel with Constant Real Channel
Gains
Interestingly, layered interference alignment can be deployed to show that the reciprocity along
with duality are held for K × 2, MIMO X channels. In the following we will show that the total
DoF of (2 × K, M) antenna X channel with constant real channel gain realization is the same as













)t for j = 1, ..,K. The second









)t; it is preferred
that u j and v j are decoded at receiver j. The transmitter selects its modulation points from
U = A(−Q,Q)Z andV = A(−Q,Q)Z for u jl and v
j
l
, l = 1, 2, ..., M, respectively. A is a constant
factor that controls the minimum distance of the received constellation.
Like (K × 2, M) X channel, the transmit directions are first chosen in such a way that the
interfering signals at both receivers are aligned. To this end, matrices Ii are fixed at receiver i,
each of dimension M × M. Ii’s can be used to obtain the transmit signals from all transmitters.
The desired goal for each receiver i is




Ii + zi (4.12)
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H1,iρ j = H2,iζ j+1 j < {i, i − 1,K}
H1,iρ j = H2,iζ j+2 j = i − 1
H1,iρ j = H2,iζ1 j = K & i , 1
H1,iρ j = H2,iζ2 j = K & i = 1



























H1,iρ j(u j + v j+1) j < {i, i − 1,K}
H1,iρ j(u j + v j+2) j = i − 1
H1,iρ j(u j + v1) j = K & i , 1
H1,iρ j(u j + v2) j = K & i = 1
4.6.2 Decoding
With the preceding signaling scheme, the received signals at the lth antenna of the receiver j































Now, applying the joint processing technique at each antenna, we have received the linear
combination of 2M desired message parts (M for u and M for v) added to M(K−1) non-desired
interference terms. For any message ui
j
at the lth antenna of the receiver j using joint processing
among all the M antennas, after normalizing and deploying the results of Theorem 8, it can be
concluded that
di, j = lim
P→∞






The same argument can be put forward for vi
j
, so it is concluded that the total DoF will be
2KM
K+1
. It is observed that (2 × K, M) and (K × 2, M) X channels act reciprocal/dual as long as the
DoF is the merit. Here, for both (2 × K, M) and (K × 2, M) X channels the achievability part is
proved, since in [23] it is shown that the total DoF for both (2×K, M) and (K×2, M) X channels
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are bounded by 2KM
K+1
. Therefore, it can be concluded that the achievable scheme described here
has characterized the total DoF of these channels.
4.7 Complex Channel Coefficients
Let us consider the (K×2, M) X channel. The upper bound on the total DoF of 2KM
K+1
is achievable
for this channel when the channel gains are real numbers. Earlier, I have proved this for both
constant and time varying real channel gains.
Needless to say, the result is also applicable to channels with complex coefficients. The real
and imaginary parts of the input and the output can be paired. This converts the channel to 2K
virtual transmitters and 4 receivers. Using Theorem 8, it can be seen that the total DoF of this
channel cannot be achieved by an application of that theorem.
Interestingly, it was possible to prove that there can be an extension for most of the complex
channel realization to Theorem 8, which can be used in characterizing the total DoF of both
(K × 2, M) and (2 × K, M) X channels with complex constant channel gains. The same signal
design at the encoder is considered along with similar joint decoding at the receiver side. This
means the layered interference alignment can almost surely characterize these channels DoF as
long as the channel gains are constant numbers.
The details and proof of the new theorem are discussed in detail in section 4.8.1. Using
Theorem 13 shows that the total achievable DoF using the traditional definition of it will be
twice that of the case of constant real channel gains. This chain is acceptable and can be
justified with either the fact that for a complex channel two dimensions per transmission (real
and imaginary) are needed or by using the definition of DoF for the case of complex channel






in which Ri is the maximum rate of reliable ith transmission. Using the above definition shows
that the total DoF of these channels are the same as 2KM
K+1
.
It is worth noting that joint processing between all antennas and/or real-imaginary parts at a
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transmitter increases the achievable sum rate of the channel. This plays a major role in collabo-
ration with the joint processing/simultaneous decoding, even at high SNR regimes. However, in
[24], for the GIC it is observed that the total DoF of the channel, which is defined at high SNR
regimes, the increase vanishes and the total DoF of the channel can be achieved by separate
coding over all available dimensions.
4.8 Metric Diophantine Approximation over Complex Num-
bers
In the 19th century, Hermite and Hurwitz studied the approximation of complex numbers by the
ratios of Gaussian integers, a natural analogue of approximation of real numbers by rationals,
Z[i] = {p1 + ip2 ∈ C : p1, p2 ∈ Z}
However, complex Diophantine approximation appears to be more difficult than the real case.
For example, continued fractions, so simple and effective for real numbers, are not so straight-
forward for complex numbers. In other words, by means of continued fraction expansion ap-
proach the best possible analogue of Dirichlet’s theorem cannot be derived.
4.8.1 General Setup
The problem for the linear form setup is now discussed, and the recent developments so far for
the particular cases will be listed. Let Ψ be an approximating function. An m × n matrix


























z11 . . . z1n
z21 . . . z2n
...
...



























is said to be Ψ-approximable if the system of inequalities
|q1z1 j + q2z2 j + · · · + qmzmi − p j| < Ψ(|q|2) (1 ≤ j ≤ n) (4.16)
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is satisfied for infinitely many vectors p × q ∈ Zn[i] × Zm[i] \ {0}. Throughout, the system
(4.16) will be written more concisely as qZ. Here |q|2 = max{|q1|2, · · · , |qm|2}, where for qk =
qk1 + iqk2 ∈ Z[i], |qk|2 =
√
|qk1 |2 + |qk2 |2.
As in the real case, the stemming point of such approximation properties is the Dirichlet the-
orem. A short and more direct geometry of numbers proof of the complex version of Dirichlet’s
theorem is given below. Although the constant here is not the best possible, the result is all that
is needed to prove the complex analogue of Khintchine–Groshev and Schmidt type theorems
without recourse to the hyperbolic space framework.
Theorem 10 Given any Z ∈ Cmn and N ∈ N, there exist Gaussian integers p = (p11 +
ip12, · · · , pn1+ipn2) ∈ Zn[i] and non-zero q = (q11+iq12, · · · , qm1+iqm2) ∈ Zm[i] with 0 < |q| ≤ N
such that
|qZ − p| < c
Nm/n
(4.17)
where c > 0 is an appropriate constant. Moreover, there are infinitely many p, q ∈ Zn[i]×Zm[i]\
{0} such that




Proof: For clarity, the theorem for m = 2, n = 1 is provided. The proof of the case
m = n = 1 can be found in [74]. Let Z = (x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2), q = (q11 + iq12, q21 + iq22), and
p = (p1 + ip2). Then
|qZ − p| = |q11x1 + q21x2 − q12y1 − q22y2 − p1 + i(q12x1 + q22x2 + q11y1 + q21y2 − p2)| (4.19)
Consider the convex body
B =
{

































= π3R2N4 ≥ 26
if R > 2
3
π3/4N2
. Hence, by Minkowski’s theorem [75], (4.17) has a non-zero integer solution with
0 < |q| ≤ N.
This result should be compared with the real Dirichlet’s theorem in Section 3.5 for m =
4, n = 2. The complex points for which Theorem 10 cannot be improved by an arbitrary constant
are called badly approximable. The point Z ∈ Cmn is said to be badly approximable if there
exists a constant C(Z) > 0 such that




for all p × q ∈ Zn[i]×Zm[i]. Let BadC(m, n) denote the set of badly approximable points in Cmn.
The Hausdorff dimension of the set BadC(1, 1) has been studied by various authors in dif-
ferent frameworks; see, for instance, [76, §5.3] in which the authors determined the Hausdorff
dimension for BadC(1, n), i.e.,
dim BadC(1, n) = n
In fact, as a consequence of the general framework in their thesis they proved the weighted
analogue intersected with any compact subset of Cn. Now the problem here is whether it is
possible to prove the Hausdorff dimension for BadC(m, n).
Problem 1 1 Can we prove or disprove
dim BadC(m, n) = mn
From now onwards we restrict ourselves to the mn-dimensional unit disc D := (C ∩Ω)mn
where Ω = {a + ib : 0 ≤ a, b < 1} instead of considering the full space Cmn. The reason behind
this restriction is that it is convenient to work in the unit discs, and the approximable properties
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(well and bad both) are invariant under the translation by the Gaussian integers. Let WC(m, n;Ψ)
denote the set of Ψ-approximable points in D,
WC(m, n;Ψ) := {Z ∈ D : |qZ − p| < Ψ(|q|2) for i.m. (p, q) ∈ Zn[i] × Zm[i] \ {0}}
4.8.2 Khintchine–Groshev Theorem
The aim here is to prove the complex version of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem
Theorem 11 Let Ψ be an approximating function. Then


































For m = n = 1, Theorem 13 was proved in 1952 by LeVeque [77], who combined Khint-
chine’s continued fraction approach with ideas from hyperbolic geometry. In 1982, Sullivan
[78] used Bianchi groups and some powerful hyperbolic geometry arguments to prove more
general Khintchine theorems for real and for complex numbers. In the latter case, the result
includes approximation of complex numbers by ratios p/q of integers p, q from the imaginary
quadratic fields R(i
√
d), where d is a square-free natural number. The case d = 1 corresponds
to the Picard group and approximation by Gaussian rationals. The result was also derived by
Beresnevich et al. as a consequence of ubiquity framework in [52, Theorem 7].
4.8.3 Proof of the Convergence Case of Theorem 13
As before, the Theorem 13 is proved for the case m = 2, n = 1, leaving behind the obvious
modifications to deal with the higher dimensions. First, the convergence case is dealt with. The
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resonant set is defined as
Cq := {Z ∈ D : |qZ − p| = 0}











(x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) ∈ D :
q11x1 + q21x2 − q12y1 − q22y2 = p1 and










The set WC (2, 1;Ψ) can be written as using the resonant sets









































: |q|2 > N
}
for each N =
1, 2, · · · . This can further be covered by a collection of 4-dimensional hypercubes with disjoint
interior and side length comparable withΨ(|q|2)/|q|2. The number of such hypercubes is clearly
<< (Ψ(|q|2)/|q|2)−2. Thus,



































Now it remains to count
∑
r<|q|2<r+1
1. An argument from [74, p. 328] or [75, Th. 386] is followed
to conclude that
∑
r<|q|2<r+1 1≪ r5. Thus, (4.22) becomes






Now, since the sum
∑∞
r=N r
3Ψ(r)2 < ∞, the tail of the series can be made arbitrarily small.
Hence, by the Borel–Cantelli lemma, |WC (2, 1;Ψ)|2 = 0.
The divergence case of the above theorem can be similarly proved by following the similar
arguments as in the real case. Precisely, one would need to utilize the ubiquity framework to
extend [52, Th. 7] for the linear forms setup. The Dirichlet theorem 10 would again be used to
prove the ubiquity lemma. The details are left to the interested reader.
4.8.4 A Complex Hybrid Set
As in the previous section, let Ψ be an approximating function. An m×n matrix Z ∈ Cmn is said
to be Ψ-approximable if the system of inequalities
|q1z1 j + q2z2 j + · · · + qmzmi − p| < Ψ(|q|2) (1 ≤ j ≤ n) (4.23)
is satisfied for infinitely many vectors (p, · · · , p, q1, · · · , qm) ∈ Zn[i] × Zm[i] \ {0}. That is, the
system (4.23) is obtained by keeping the nearest integer vector (p, · · · , p) the same for all the
linear forms. Since the result are very similar in nature to that of the classical sets WA(m, n;Ψ)
and can be proved analogously, they are only stated here. The first one is the Dirichlet type
theorem, and rest of the results stems from it. It also serves the purpose of finding the minimum
distance between qZ and p.
Theorem 12 Given any Z ∈ Cmn and N ∈ N, there exist Gaussian integers p = (p1+ip2, · · · , p1+
ip2) ∈ Zn[i] and non-zero q = (q11 + iq12, · · · , qm1 + iqm2) ∈ Zm[i] with 0 < |q| ≤ N such that






where c > 0 is an appropriate constant. Moreover, there are infinitely many (p, q) ∈ Zn[i] ×
Z
m[i] \ {0} such that





Let WC0(m, n;Ψ) denote the set of Ψ-approximable points in D, i.e., the set of points that satisfy
the system (4.23). Then, one has the analogue of the Khintchine–Groshev theorem for this
setup.
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Theorem 13 Let Ψ be an approximating function and let m + 1 > n. Then








































Conclusion and Future Research
Directions
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, a new interference management tool named the Layered Interference Alignment
was introduced. For the first time a powerful theorem in the field of number theory was intro-
duced and proved for both real and complex numbers. This number theoretic theorem empow-
ers us to deploy multiple antenna collaboration, which leads to simultaneous decoding and joint
processing. It is observed that despite GIC and SISO X channel, joint processing is required to
characterize the total DoF of a class MIMO X channel. To this end both the vector and the real
interference alignment techniques for signal transmission were incorporated and a joint pro-
cessing scheme for simultaneous decoding exploited. Eventually, the total DoF of (K × 2, M)
and (2 × K, M) X channels are characterized. It is observed that regardless of complex or real




This new technique relies on the rational dimension and needs a complicated encoding and
simultaneous decoding, but it has less sensitivity to the rationality of numbers than its brother,
the real interference alignment. This is because the total dimensionality of space is comprised
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of higher dimensional space, and its trajectory over each physical dimension (span of the space
defined by antennas) consists of up to infinite possible rational dimensions. In other words, the
coding design is benefiting from the existence of physical dimensions along with the possibility
of having infinite rational dimensions over each physical dimension. To be able to design a
decoder for this system one must incorporate the entire received streams in all physical dimen-
sions and use joint decoding among all the antennas of each receiver. It was anticipated that this
technique would be useful, but it was not in use because of the lack of any existing mathemat-
ical theorem supporting the design of a hard decoder at a high SNR regime. For the first time,
in this dissertation, the author settled the required mathematical theorem for the real numbers
and then extended the theorem over the field of complex numbers. These new Diophantine ap-
proximation theorems are a really powerful tool that can bring co-existence of both previously
known interference alignment techniques along with traditional multiplexing gain methods of
MIMO networks.
5.2 Future Research Directions
Some interesting problems that emerge from this dissertation are discussed here. These prob-
lems can provide the spur to further research.
Interference Alignment
With the advent of interference alignment, new directions in interference management came
into existence as interference alignment emerged as a promising method to mitigate the effect of
interference in a network. The major drawback regarding interference alignment is that it needs
full channel state information to realize its full potential. Therefore, practical applications are
possible only when efficient feedback strategies are designed and carefully analyzed.
Interference Alignment and Secrecy
Providing a secure communication over networks will be of fundamental importance in the
future. A secure system can be obtained by sacrificing available resources. However, as the
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resources are scarce, this results in tremendous loss in the throughput of the system. Interference
alignment, though, can be used in a different fashion to provide security and performance at
the same time. At present interference caused by several users can be accumulated for the
eavesdropper, and in the future it could be aligned for the intended users to increase the available
DoF.
Finite Precision for Rational Dimensions
Both the layered and the real interference alignment methods are known to be powerful tech-
niques to establish asymptotic results like DoF characterization. However, it is not clear whether
these techniques can predict the channel capacity in a finite SNR regime. As mentioned through-
out this dissertation, the DoF of the K-user constant IC and X channels are discontinuous func-
tions of channel coefficients and are sensitive to the rationality/irrationality of channel coeffi-
cients. Specifically, one might argue that the irrationally of the channel coefficients is funda-
mental in both layered and real interference alignment, and hence the scheme might not work
in the presence of unavoidable quantization errors. Recently, it was shown in [79] that the real
interference alignment can be used to obtain constant gap capacity results for the two-user X
channel. This important study proved that, at least for the two-user X channel, the everywhere
discontinuity of the DoF in the channel coefficients is indeed a consequence of the definition of
DoF as a limiting expression and not fundamental to the real interference alignment. An inter-
esting future direction is to combine the extended version of the layered interference alignment
described here with the method developed in [79] to obtain constant gap capacity characteriza-
tion for the general MIMO X channel and GIC.
K-user Interference Channels
The coding scheme used for the two- and three-user with rational coefficient case can be brought
to the K-user Gaussian IC. In fact, in wireless systems channel estimation is always performed
with finite precision, and therefore it is rational. Hence, in the case of three users, a careful de-
sign is needed to achieve higher multiplexing gains in the channel. It is also interesting to obtain
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the relation between the channel coefficients and achievable DOF. Recently, the detailed cod-
ing scheme was presented for the three-user MIMO GIC, which brings hope for an immediate
solution for the generalized K-user case.
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